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Allocation�of�Overhead�Costs�—a�Short-Cut
b y W . H. FRANKLIN
Controller, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

After review of the common defects of plant -wide burden application
to products and the obstacles to refinement of burden distribution
through cost center rates, the author of this article describes an overhead allocation method developed in his company. This method features separation of man and machine burden, classification of the
latter, and its association with machines on a point - rating basis and
application to products on points consumed in standard machining
time.

O

F LATE YEARS, A GREAT DEAL OF ACCOUNTING LITERATURE has been devoted

to the philosophy of allocating overhead costs by point of control. It has
been properly stated that, if accounting statements are to be used as tools for cost

control, costs must be shown on these statements as chargeable to the individual
who has control over the expenditure.
This philosophy is, however, usually in direct conflict with a second and also
important accounting function, determination of product costs. The determination
of proper product costs requires the allocation of overhead costs by the type of
plant activity causing the expenditure, and this is often not the point of control.
The conflict can be easily illustrated by considering the expenses of the
service departments. The inspection department will serve as an example. Allocation by point of control of the wages paid inspectors requires that these
wages be shown on the expense statement of the head of the inspection department to whom the inspectors report. On the other hand, allocation of these
wages for determination of product costs would require that they be assigned
if not directly to the product being inspected, at least to the areas in which the
inspectors were located.
A U G U S T , 1951
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The Piant -Wide Basis
The simplest manner of allocating overhead costs to products is on an over -all
plant -wide basis. This method requires the minimum of record keeping and
presents no conflict with the allocation of overhead costs by point of control.
Several bases are in use for the application of overhead on a plant -wide basis —
actual direct labor dollars, actual direct labor hours, standard direct labor dollars,
standard direct labor hours, total material cost, total prime cost, etc., etc. —and
each of these bases would appear to be proper under certain circumstances.
Overhead rates are obtained by dividing the total overhead (whether actual,
budgeted, "normal ", or what have you) by the total of the base in use (total
actual direct labor dollars, if that is the base, etc.) . The resulting rate is used
in determining product costs. Very simple, very easily applied, but, unfortunately, in most cases, very wrong!
The over -all plant method of allocating overhead assumes that one or the
other or both of the following conditions are present: either ( 1 ) the same
expenditure for overhead is caused for each expenditure of the item used as a
base —for example, that for each dollar of actual direct labor a constant number
of dollars of overhead are expended; or (2) all products use all the manufacturing processes in the plant for approximately the same length of time, so
that, even though each process does not create a constant expenditure for overhead, the variations "wash out" in total and a proper product cost is obtained.
Unfortunately for the accountant, neither of these conditions is often present.
In this day of modern machine tools, overhead costs vary from one tool to
another from the extremes of practically no overhead costs for burring benches
to tremendous overhead costs for large multiple drills and the like. Meanwhile,
it is seldom that a manufacturing plant is confined to only one product and
usually, when it is so confined, the product is wade from a number of parts
which must be individually costed.
Meanwhile, the problem is being made more and more acute every day by
the growing tendency to effect reductions in prime cost at the expense of increases in overhead cost. When a large, single purpose machine tool is purchased with the objective of reducing machining time, the base used for applying overhead (whether it be direct labor or prime cost) is reduced and the
overhead costs of depreciation, power, and the like are increased. As a result,
overhead rates are climbing rapidly, and any errors contained in allocating
overhead are also growing.
Use of Cost Centers
The common solution to the errors found in applying overhead on an overall
1428
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plant -wide basis is the breaking down of the plant into smaller areas known
as cost centers. Within each cost center, overhead is allocated in the same
manner as on a plant -wide basis and, therefore, in order for the use of a cost
center to yield correct results, one or the other or both of the same criteria
used for determining the accuracy of plant -wide allocations must be met by the
cost center: either (1) within the area of the cost center the same expenditure
for overhead must be caused by each expenditure of the item used as a base;
or (2) all products must use all manufacturing processes within the cost center
for approximately the same length of time, so that the variations in overhead
costs "wash out" in total. The first criterion is often met when plants are so
arranged that all similar machine tools are in the same department (all lathes
in the lathe department, all drills in the drill department, etc.). The second
criterion is often met when plants are arranged in progressive lines, so that
each part travels from machine to machine within the department (all crankshafts made on a progressive line in the crankshaft department, etc.). In each
of these cases, the use of cost centers for the allocation of overhead is most
successful.
It is often necessary, however, to reduce the size of cost centers to obtain an
area which meets one of the requirements, and frequently the end result of
such reduction in size is that each machine tool must in effect be treated as a
separate cost center. While this yields the minimum of error, it causes a maximum of effort and, in a large plant, is seldom worth the candle.

Proposed Solution

The purpose of this article is to present a solution to this dilemma which
has been worked out in the Peoria plant of Caterpillar Tractor Co. While the
system in effect is specifically adapted to the plant in which it is used, it is
thought that the general method followed has wide application in many of the
manufacturing plants of a similar type.
The arrangement of the Peoria plant is, of necessity, such that the problem
of allocating overhead to products is most difficult. The products are bulky and
heavy and, as a result, a totally unwarranted amount of handling cost would be
: reated if machine tools were grouped by type of tool and the product were
-arried from department to department. On the other hand, in the one plant
ire manufactured over fifty products involving over fifty thousand parts, approximately ten thousand of which are in production at one time. As a result,
while some parts are manufactured on progressive lines, many others are not.
k proper allocation of overhead would appear, therefore, to require overhead
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CIASSIFICATION OF MANUFACTURING EXPENSE
w
0

INTO MAN AND MACHINE BURDEN AND FIVE SUBDIVISIONS OF THE LATTER
Amount for
Period

Supervision - maintenance
department ......................
Perishable tools used .............
............
Power .......... ...
Maintenance and repairs - machinery and equipment ...............
Maintenance and repairs - build-

$

Investment

Perishable
Tools

100 1 000

10,000
7 5 , E

$ 10,000
$ 7 5 , E

5,000
10,000

5, 0 00

10,000
$

1,000

1,000

i

ngs ........ .... ..............
Maintenance and repairs - ,jigs,
fixtures and dies ...............
Depreciation - machinery and
equipment...
Depreciation - buildings..........
Depreciation - jigs, fixtures and
dies ............................

100,000

Machine Burden
Permanent
i c e
Power
Toole

w

Supervision - manufacturing
departments .....................$

Man
Burden

$

5, 00 0
25 , 00 0
5, 0 0 0

5,000

25 , 0 00
5, 00 0
1,000

n

1,000

41
tb

C

Total for period

$4 , 0 00 , 0 00

$3 , 0 0 0, 0 0 0

$500, 000

$200 , 000

$50 1000

$o

h
h

ny
H

000

$2200, ,00
0

rates calculated for each machine tool. There are, however, over ten thousand
machine tools in the plant and, consequently, the task of compiling overhead
costs for each tool is prohibitively complex and expensive.
The dilemma, then, is that the only equitable manner of applying overhead
to products appears to be on the basis of burden centers, which would number
in the thousands, but that to do this would require an analysis of overhead by
these burden centers, a job which is hardly warranted. The solution of t he
dilemma has been found by determining the relative cost of operating each machine tool or burden center and thereafter determining by using this scale the
relative cost of producing each product. Total overhead cost is then apportioned by products, using the relative cost scale. The way to this solution is,
however, long and devious.
Cl as si fi ca ti on o f Ma nu fa ct ur in g Ov er head
The first step was to classify manufacturing overhead as between what was
called (1 ) man burden — overhead expense which seemed to vary with the
direct labor on a plant -wide basis without reference to the machine tool used,

such as supervision, timekeeping, etc. —and what was called (2 ) machine
burden — overhead expense which seemed to vary with the machine used, such
as depreciation, repairs, perishable tools, etc. A plant -wide burden rate based
on direct labor seemed proper enough for the man burden. It was the items
in the machine burden pool which were troublesome.
The next step was to analyze the machine burden pool to determine the fac-

tors which caused one machine tool to cost more to operate than another. The
list of factors was originally a long one but, by elimination of the unimportant,

':he list was reduced to five:
I. I n v e st m e n t c o st . This factor, of course,
varied from one tool to another and as
the cost varied so did depreciation, insurance, state and local taxes, etc. I t
also did not appear too far wrong to
include maintenance and repairs of machine tools in the items which varied
with investment cost.
S p a c e . The square feet occupied by the
machine and the in process inventory
around the machine varied, of course,
tool by tool, and similar variations occurred in such space costs as building

depreciation, heating, building maintenance and repair, etc.
3. Po i v e r. The amount of power used by
one tool varied with another tool and
in similar manner the power bill varied.
4 . f i g s , fi x t ure s, d i e s, a n d o t h e r pe rm a n e n t t o o l i n g . This item varied greatly
one tool with another, and similar varia.
tions occurred in such costs as depreciation on tooling, tool design, etc.
5. Pe ri sh a bl e t o o l s. Variations occurred
here in the tools used and in the cost
of these tools, the cost of storing and
disbursing them, etc.

All machine burden expense was allocated to these five factors. The period
f time covered by the overhead which was analyzed was a period of a year, but
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any length time which was sufficiently long as to give typical figures woulc

serve the purpose.
In order to help follow what will be a somewhat complicated procedure, ;
set of exhibits has been prepared using entirely imaginary figures. Exhibit
shows the first step: the classification of manufacturing expense as betweei
man burden and machine burden and the further classification of machine but
den by the five factors.
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DETERMINATION OF MEU FOR EACH MACHINE TOOL

e

C

Total for
all machine tools
and burden
centers $ 5 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

•

500
5, 0 0 0
5,000

100
1, 0 0 0
1,000
-

3

30

10,000

3
3
1

30
30
10

10 0
10,000
5, 0 0 0
1,000

5, 0 0 0

50 , 00 0

$2 5 0 , 0 0 0

A

w
w

$

2, 0 0 0
-

200 , 0 00

30
70
100

7
10

-

500, 000 200, 000

3

-

100
100
500
50
75
150
50
300
200
250

-

100
100
500
50
75
150
50
300
200
250

-

300
2,500
10,000
10
1,000
500
50
15 , 0 0 0
2,000
1,500

-

3,000
25 , 00 0
100,000
100
10,000
5, 0 0 0
500
15 0, 00 0
20 , 00 0
15 , 0 0 0

Permanent
Perishable
Tooling
Tools
Pointe at
Points at
.20 points
2 0 . 0 0 pts.
per Unit
per Unit
Base of Base
Base of Base

-

$

M1
M2
M3
A
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10

Pover
Points at
10.00 points
Base
per Unit of
R.H.P. Base

-

Machine
Tool

Space
Points at
1.00 pts.
Base
per Unit
Sq•Ft• of Base

-

Investment
Pointe at
.10 points
per Unit
Base
of Base

EXH I BI T 3

20
2, 0 0 0
1,000
200

$ 10
10
30
10
100
100
10
75
150
10

200
200
600
200
2,000
2,000
200
1,500
.3,000
200

Total
Points
Being MBU
for Each
Machine
Tool
730
3, 87 0
12,200
260
5, 10 5
2, 65 0
320
18 , 83 0
6,230
2, 1 6 0

50,000 $10,000 200,000 1,000,000

The next step was to select a base which could be used to appraise each
machine tool or burden center (assembly lines and the like) as to the amount
of each of the five cost factors used. The bases selected were as follows:
I. Investment cost. Current replacement
cost.
2. Space. Square feet occupied by the
machine tool or burden center, including space occupied by the normal in
process inventory at the machine or
burden center.

3. Power. Rated horsepower of all motors
on the machine or in the burden center.
4. Permanent tools. Current replacement
cost of a typical set -up for the machine
or burden center.
S. Perishable tools. Cost per month of a
typical perishable tool set -up.

Determination of Point Values
It was next necessary to appraise each machine tool or burden center to determine for each the quantity of all five bases and thereby to determine the quantity
of all five bases for the entire plant. In other words, a determination was made
of the current replacement cost of all machine tools or burden centers, the
total square feet of floor space, the total rated horsepower, etc. The total base
for each of the five factors was then divided into the total overhead cost for
each factor for the period, the result being the point value for each unit of
base. Since, in effect, each point represented one dollar of overhead cost of the
year which served as a basis for the overhead allocation study referred to, it
was felt that the various cost factors would be properly weighted by using this
point scale.
Exhibit 2 shows the determination of the point values. The units of base
for each of the five factors were determined for each machine tool and burden
center. The totals were determined by the entire plant and were divided into
the total overhead costs for each factor determined in Exhibit 1. The results
are shown as the points per unit of base.
The next step was the determination of the point values for each machine
tool. The units of base were already determined and the determination of point
values was, therefore, simply the clerical operation of multiplying the units of
base for each of the five factors for each machine tool by the point values per
unit. The points for each of the five factors were then added to obtain the total
points for each machine tool. For brevity's sake, the total points for each
machine tool have become known as MBU (an abbreviation of "machine burden
unit ").
Exhibit 3 presents the determination of the MBU for each machine tool. The
same units of base are used as in Exhibit 2. These are multiplied by the point
values per unit of base determined in Exhibit 2, in order to determine the points
for each factor for each machine tool. The points for each factor are then
added to determine the points, or MBU, for each machine tool.
1434
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Determination of MBU for Each Piece Part
Next, the MBU for each piece part was determined by multiplying the MBU
for the machine tool used in manufacturing the piece part by the standard machining time. This calculation is shown in Exhibit 4. Similarly, the MBU for
assemblies, for groups, and for final products were determined by adding the
MBU for the piece parts included in the assemblies, the groups, and the final

products.
All the operations described so far involved the installation of what has
become known as the MBU system of distributing overhead. While the

DETEFAIINATION OF MBU PEA PIECE PART

Part Number

Operation
Number

lAl

Total
lA2

Machine
Tool Used

1

M4

2

M1

3

M7

4

M5
M3

M8
M2

Total

To t a l

WU for the
Tool Ueed

1.000 hr.
.500
.250

26o MBU
730

320

j...jLO hr.
1
2
3

lA3

Standard
Machining Time

1

M4

2

M6

.025 hr.
.5 0 0
.0 1 0

.25

: :M

.5 00 h r.

26o.000 MBU
365.000

80.000
705.000 MBU

5,105 NBU
12,200
18 , 8 3 0
3,870

h r.

2.0 00
Oo hr .

Total MBU

26o MBU
2,650

127.625 MBU
6,lo o .0 0 0
18 8 .3 0 0

967.500
X7.3 3. 25 MBU
130,000 MBU

L3000�
9
5, 3 .000

MBU

EXHIBIT 4

operations involved considerable work, it was work which had to be done only
once. A test of the overhead accounts made several years after the original
calculation of point values demonstrated that the relative points for each factor
had not changed materially. The actual day -to -day operation of the MBU
system involves, however, practically no _.dra work.
In the operation of the company's standard cost system, it is necessary to
determine monthly the standard hours of work performed. This is determined
by multiplying the number of pieces of each part produced in the month by
the standard hours per piece. A production card is forwarded to the accounting
office by the plant timekeepers. This card, which is a tabulating card, shows
the part number and the pieces produced. It is matched in the accounting office
with master cards and the standard hours per piece are transferred to it. Then
the total standard hours produced are calculated, using tabulating machines.
A U G U S T, 1951
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Operation of the MBU System

a

The MBU system fits into this calculation with only the addition of wiring
in the tabulating machines. The MBU per part, which has been pre - punched
in the master cards, is transferred to the production card at the same time as the
standard hours. The total MBU produced in the month is then calculated at
the same time as the standard hours of work.
It is also necessary to segregate overhead into the two categories: man burden
and machine burden. (It should be noted that the further breakdown of
machine burden into the costs for the five factors is not necessary at this point.)
Man burden is allocated to products using standard direct labor as base. The
actual burden rate is determined monthly by dividing total man burden overhead by total standard direct labor. A standard burden rate is, of course, used
for bookkeeping purposes. The MBU cost is also determined each month by
dividing the total machine burden by the total MBU produced. A standard
cost per MBU is used for bookkeeping purposes.
Whenever it is necessary to determine a product cost, the overhead portion
of the cost is readily obtained by two calculations: the man burden rate times
the standard direct labor and the MBU rate times the MBU for the product.
This MBU system has been specifically designed for use in the Peoria plant
of Caterpillar Tractor Co., and would undoubtedly need changes to be applied
elsewhere. Instead of five factors, perhaps only four would be necessary or
perhaps as many as ten or fifteen. Rather than analyzing a year's burden, perhaps it would be necessary to use a longer or a shorter period of time. But the
basic idea would seem to be applicable to many situations.
One word of warning is necessary. Inherent in the system is the assumption
that either (1) all machine tools are used approximately the same length of
time each month or alternatively that (2) it is proper to spread the cost of idle
machine time over the entire cost of production. The latter assumption we
believe sound for Caterpillar. On the other hand, if an expensive machine tool
is used, let us say, on only one of many products produced in a plant and if
that tool operates only a few hours each month, then it would appear proper to
allocate the entire cost of operating the machine tool to the one product. The
MBU system will not do this, but even where this situation prevails, it would
seem possible to segregate the cost of operating the one tool from the cost
of operating the rest of the plant. The MBU system could then be used for all
of the plant except the special tool.
1436
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Work Up a Sound Burden Rate —Then Test It
by J. A. CAMPBELL
Partner, Arthur Andersen 8 Co., Chicago, Ill.

The burden rate has now had a long and, in the main, a useful
history. However, it is not in all cases set with the degree of care
or application of techniques which will insure maximum accuracy.
Noting that government contracting currently adds a special reason
why sound burden rates are important, the author of this article suggests that rate setting procedures may be capped by pre - auditing tests
of results arrived at.

T deed.

is Very timely inCompanies of all sizes and in almost all industries either have or
anticipate government contracts. Those who have had previous experience with
government contract auditors know that burden is the place where accounting
headaches reach migraine proportions. A careful, well- supported, analytical job
at the time the burden rate is set is the cheapest kind of preventive medicine.
The preliminary consideration which burden rates should receive if they
are to be of maximum serviceability is rather seldom accorded them. Nowadays
a great many companies, perhaps a majority, set their burden rates in advance
for the entire year. During the year every effort is made to control overhead
and to keep factory expenses at a minimum. Nevertheless, if a bad guess was
made in setting the rates, there may still be a good -sized chunk of under- (or
even over -) absorbed burden at the year end, however commendable a job may
have been done in keeping overhead costs in line. The inevitable result is that
the cost accountant's face is red when perhaps his contribution to cost control
should receive a gold star —a paradox which it is well to avoid.
HE S U B J E C T OF A C A R E F U L LY D E V E L O P E D B U R D E N R A T E

There is Much the Accountant Can Find Out
It may not be far wide of the mark to generalize that the average company
relies too much on guesses, whether good or bad, in setting burden rates. It
is easy to understand why. Last year's results are readily available as a convenient crutch. If they are adjusted at all in projecting for the future, the adjustment is typically a downward one to meet an arbitrary desire of management to keep the overhead rate on the low side. This also is understandable.
Perhaps a reason is that most of us were schooled in such approximations as
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 1
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the old "100%-of-direct-labor" theory which, even if at one time a useful
measuring stick, obtains correct results today only as a coincidence.
Hence, what is presented here will relate to matters which merit careful
scrutiny at the time a burden rate is set, in order to minimize the element of
guesswork. No one is so naive as to hope that guesswork can be eliminated
altogether. A pre -set burden rate is, after all, a projection for a future year
the results of which can, at best, only be estimated in advance. Still, the difference between an informed estimate and a mere guess is worth taking advantage of. The cost accountant can, if he wishes, inform himself of management's
latest plans for the future. He can translate these plans into burden dollars and
rates, and he can apply what, for want of a better term, I call "pre -audit tests"
to the results of his computations.
The substance of this article will, therefore, consist of a discussion of the elements going into a burden rate which are affected by the plans of operating
management and on which the cost accountant can get a great deal of information if he chooses. Some of the avenues of investigation the cost accountant
should follow in using these elements in the burden projection will be explored
and there will be offered tests he should apply to the results of his work. It is
not intended to go into detail on the mechanics of calculating the rate. These
are familiar to industrial accountants.
Of course, there can be no guarantee of the accuracy of a burden rate.
It is altogether possible that a burden rate, developed and pre- audited by a
thorough investigation of all the points here discussed, will turn out no closer
to actual results than one pretty much pulled out of the hat. However, the
probabilities are that, if every likely avenue affecting the issue is carefully
explored ahead of time, the results will stand the test better than the most
carefully aimed shot in the dark.
Determining the Denominator of the Burden Rate Fraction
We can now turn our attention to the burden rate in a more specific way.
The denominator in the fraction used to calculate the burden rate is the expected
level of operations. The numerator, projected expenses, completes the fraction.
It is appropriate to consider first what tools are available to the cost accountant
to help him in estimating what the operating level will be. Since the burden
rate itself, as well as of many of the overhead expenses, are functions of production, the level of anticipated production is a natural starting point. This
calls for measuring operating capacity. There are a number of common ways
of doing this.
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The budget may be so employed. However, to be useful for burden rate
purposes, it is necessary that the budget be in sufficient detail so that the
measure of capacity used for the burden rate is segregated in the budget. If
the budget is merely a condensed financial forecast, it cannot be used for
burden rate purposes without a great deal of additional work. Usually, in
such cases, it is necessary to rely on some other measure of capacity.
The production schedule may serve as such a measure. Normally this schedule
is expressed in terms of finished units which, in turn, must be extended by labor
dollars, machine hours required, or some other common denominator similar
to the burden rate base. A priced production schedule is an excellent foundation for measuring the capacity element of the burden rate.
The sales forecast is another medium of capacity measurement. A sales
forecast can be used in the same manner as a production schedule, with adjustment for expected opening and closing inventories. Because burden is an
element of cost, the sales forecast must be converted from sales prices, making
it less easy to use than the production schedule.
The "head count" designates another avenue of approach to the measurement
of capacity. Sometimes the measure of volume is based on the anticipated number of labor hours, machine hours or labor dollars which the expected manpower
or machine complement of the plant would produce in a normal number of
working days. For example, if a plant or department has, and is expected to
have, 100 productive workers for 2,000 hours each at an average rate of $1.50
an hour, the labor load determined by head count is $300,000.
Determining the Numerator of the Burden Rate Fraction
These then, are some of the methods commonly used to arrive at the level
of operation, the denominator in the fraction used to arrive at the burden rate.
There are likewise tools to assist the cost accountant in obtaining the numerator
of the burden rate fraction, i.e., what factory expenses will be.
Previous experience with burden expenses must be available as part of the
means of determining a soundly- conceived burden rate. This should be in
whatever form will best permit comparison with the data used for the burden
projections. It should certainly be by departments and should cover current
experience and at least one past year. It should show the actual factory expenses by the accounts used in accumulating burden, the actual productive labor
or hours used as the burden rate base, and the actual burden rate. If this departmental experience is not available, a sound estimate of burden cannot readily
be made.
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Management's plans for the future have an important bearing on future
factory expenses and must be known. As said earlier, past experience, useful
as it may be, is an all too convenient crutch. If past experience is placed in
its proper perspective as just one element in the pre -audit of a burden rate,
the crutch is left behind. When adjusted for known or anticipated changes in
plans, past experience becomes the foundation for projecting future expenses.
Hence, another element basic to the development of factory expense estimates
for a sound burden rate is a thorough knowledge of operating management's
intentions in such directions as the following:
I. New models or products and what they
will require in tooling and facilities.
2. Changes in departmental operations, responsibilities or locations.

3. New machinery and other manufacturing
facilities.

A real knowledge of future plans has become more difficult at present when
government contract work is as significant as it is uncertain.
Shop practice also plays a part in factory expense estimates related to a coming
period. The setting of a burden rate can be tackled intelligently only if the
cost accountant is able to visualize the physical activities and operations in
which burden is incurred. Much has been written and preached about the
importance of cost accountants getting out into the factory. I am going to
stress the same point again. A factual knowledge of shop practice and of
operations in a particular factory is as important to the cost accountant as any
other source of information in developing burden rates. It is doubtful whether
the cost accountant can adequately fill his shoes without it.
Setting the Burden Rate
To this point, despite the importance of the matters discussed, little more
has been done than to mention the working tools needed to develop the components of the fraction for setting a burden rate, in a way which will minimize, as far as possible, the element of guesswork. It is now possible to come
to closer grips with the problem and to continue the discussion with the background thought that a burden rate is being set for a medium sized manufacturer
having more than one productive department. The denominator of the burden
rate is to be based on direct labor dollars, the numerator on the best obtainable
forecast of expense to be incurred.
The Labor Load
If the production manager has distributed a production schedule for the
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coming year showing planned production by months for each of the products
in terms of units, a firm basis for forecasting the labor load is provided. It
may be assumed that there exist cost records showing the direct labor hours
which 1 0 0 units of each product should require in each department and the
rates at which this labor is at present being paid. Here are all of the elements
necessary to develop the productive labor dollar base for each department. However, before the cost accountant considers his calculated labor load as final,
he should get together with operating management for the purpose of resolving,
to his own satisfaction, questions such as the two which follow:
1. Does production management expect

the production schedule to be final?

Of course, conditions during the coming
year may necessitate some changes under the best of circumstances, but it is
important to know that the schedule represents the best judgment now available
and is not merely a first stab, with
changes already in the wind. Production
management is decidedly a senior partner in the joint effort of setting the
burden rate. It is the plant supervisory
employees who are responsible for living
within its limits. The production manager should have no objection to transmitting the production schedule in writing to the cost accountant, advising him
that it is the most authoritative schedule
available and the one which should be
used as a starting point in setting the
direct labor load for burden rate purposes.
2. is the plant likely to meet the schedule? At first blush, this question seems
one for the crystal ball, but there are at
least some limits of tolerance to consider before calling in the fortune teller.
Three are well worth mentioning.
First, production schedules may reflect
cold commercial judgment or they may
reflect only pious hopes. In the latter
case, a margin of safety is definitely re-

quired in setting the labor load. Experience will help evaluate the optimism
reflected in management's judgment as
to volume.
Next, even the best judgment can err.
Experience again should be consulted to
see whether the plant, and each department, has ever operated at the level
scheduled. There have been cases where
an assertedly correct production schedule would take more labor to meet than
could be accommodated in the plant.
Again, perhaps an equivalent volume has
been reached at some previous time but
under conditions which will not obtain
in the face of impending material or
labor shortages.
Thirdly, there arises the question of
the level to regard as capacity for practical purposes. There is a theory of "normal" operations as being something less
than capacity. W e do not need to discuss the merits of this theory. It can be
pointed out, however, that setting the
labor load at actual or approximate capacity leaves little room for department
heads to have any favorable variances
due to volume, which has psychological
disadvantages. Also, few factories operate continuously without some idle plant,
and it is doubtful wisdom not to recognize the fact.

All of these points bear on the productive labor load which, in terms of
dollars, is to be the denominator of the burden rate fraction. Many of them
cannot be measured very precisely, but they can and should be weighed carefully. The position of the cost accountant with respect to them should be something like that of an inspector on an assembly line. The inspector sees that all
the pieces are there and that the model performs within what he interprets as
reasonable tolerances. Deviations are rejected unless his superiors change the
tolerance limits. Similarly, the cost accountant must work toward a labor load
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which will not, on its own account, be either unattainable or so low that an
illusion of good performance will be created when, in fact, the showing has
been poor.
Overhead Expenses
Once the burden rate base (in this example the dollar productive labor load)
is established, the cost accountant's next job is the projection of overhead
expenses. There has been a vast amount of material published on various
aspects of burden expenses. In this paper, the intention is to cover questions
which relate most directly to the topic of pre -audit of burden rates and to
pass very lightly indeed over a number of points which are adequately covered
in print.
The first question concerns the expenses to be included in overhead. Those
which should not be included are broadly of two types, direct costs and costs
which, although indirect, are not proper inclusions in inventory and therefore
should be excluded from the components of the burden rate.
The classification of costs between direct and indirect is a very vital matter
nowadays. It is not with intent to alarm that mention is made again of the
spectre of government contract auditing, but few inducements are more persuasive than this. The surest way for the cost accountant to avoid beating his
head unnecessarily against concrete is to classify as direct all costs which are
properly direct costs. The time to do this classification job is when the burden
rate is determined. Postponing it until later does little except confuse the issue
and open the way to extended argument. So far as the pre -audit of the burden
rate, itself, is concerned, the cost accountant's chief concern is to satisfy himself
that all costs are classified in one place or the other, either as direct costs or as
indirect costs.
Indirect costs which are not proper inclusions in inventory touch on a more
difficult subject and one which involves niceties of judgment. It is not possible,
in the space of a single article, to do justice to the subject. Perhaps, for present
purposes, it will be sufficient for the cost accountant to remember that:
Total incurred indirect costs are not
necessarily all properly includible in expenses projected for burden rate purposes. The burden rate should not include components which exist only
through inefficiencies or accidents in
production. To do so would encourage
the continuation of what might be
called unnecessary production losses. For
example, experience may show that, in
a standard cost system, productive labor
14 4 2

costs have consistently exceeded the
standard. I think it will be agreed that,
assuming the standards to be fair, this
excess labor should not be an element
in the burden rate. By definition it is
not supposed to happen, even if it genally does.
2. A comparable question comes up in regard to such items as defective material,
scrap and re -work. These items are normal incidents of production but the
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amount of each which has occurred in
past experience may be far from what
should normally be expected. The burden rate structure should embrace no
more than the normal and recurring
amounts of these items. Also, perhaps
"normal" should be shaded downward
as a spur to better performance.

The burden rate projection should include all planned indirect costs of a
recurring nature. This principle, for example, would extend even to including
shift premium in the burden projection
if the plant would regularly have to
work a night shift to meet the labor
load.

Significant Segregations within Overhead
The expenses to be included in the burden projection have a further breakdown, this time between direct departmental overhead and general factory overhead. The significance of this breakdown is twofold. First, the general factory
expenses (including direct overhead of nonproducing factory departments)
must be allocated to producing departments, either directly or in part via non producing departments. It is the cost accountant's responsibility to see that
these allocations are sound. Secondly, because these allocations are normally
of several different types and involve factors which vary from year to year, the
amount of expenses allocated to a particular department can change from year
to year or month to month on the score of the allocation factors alone.
A further division of indirect expense is that between fixed and variable.
From the pre -audit standpoint again, the important thing is to establish policy.
Fixed expenses may be only such items as depreciation and property insurance
and taxes or they may include the salaries of key administrative personnel or
the pay of foremen and others whose compensation is on an annual basis and
would continue in the event of a shutdown. Whatever policy is adopted, it
should be consistently adhered to throughout all departments. The significance
of this division comes primarily in subsequent determinations of actual burden
to compare with the projection. Fixed expenses are usually absorbed on a time
basis, while the absorption of variable expenses is proportionate to volume.
In setting a sound burden rate, the treatment of these various types of overhead expenses is an important part of the cost accountant's task. For example,
allocation formulas should reflect as closely as possible the use of facilities or
the services rendered by service departments. The factors in the allocation
formulas should be more than up to date —they should reflect all known changes
anticipated in plant layout, etc. For instance, if occupancy costs are to be allocated on the square feet used in each department, the base should be the
number of square feet estimated to be used next year.
Pre -Audit Tests to Apply Before Release of Burden Rates
After the many questions surrounding the top and bottom of the burden rate
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fraction have been resolved to the satisfaction of the industrial accountant and
operating management, the computation of the burden rate is a matter of
arithmetic. However, the task of releasing a properly pre- audited burden rate
is still not complete. There are tests the accountant can and should make
to give him reasonable assurance that the rate does reflect the factors already
discussed. These tests, in essence, reconcile the projection of the burden rate
with past experience during two periods as follows:
I. The last preceding year (or, if that year
included significant abnormal conditions
not expected to recur, the most recent
"normal" year) and

2. The elapsed period of the current year
extended to an annual basis at the activity and expense levels experienced in
the elapsed period.

The experiences of these two periods will obviously not be identical in
dollars or ratio percentages. However, the periods should be comparable
enough to permit the cost accountant to reconcile them, using such tests as these:
I. Reconcile the labor load projected for
each department with the actual labor
load during the last completed year and
with the annualized labor load reflected
by current operations. Significant differences should occur only through
changes in output volume, average labor
rates, departmental layout and facilities, product mix or seasonal production.
If, after these elements are eliminated,
substantial differences remain, something
may have slipped in the cost accountant's painstaking projections.
2. Compare the labor load projected with
that used the last time a burden rate
was projected. Similar reasons should
explain the bulk of the differences or a
probable projection error is indicated.
3. Compare the direct departmental overhead expenses projected for each department, including service departments,
with actual expenses for the preceding
full year. Differences should again be
accounted for by known elements, such
as changes in head count of indirect
labor, production volume, departmental
layout or facilities or in the cost of in-

direct materials. Any remaining sub sfantial differences should be invesfi.
gated. Similar comparisons should be
made of any factory general expenses
which are not departmentalized.
4. Expand the current level of actual indirect expenses to a full year basis and
compare the result with the departmental expenses projected for burden
rata purposes and investigate all differences not accounted for by known
factors.
5. Compare the actual indirect factory
general or service department expenses
allocated to producing departments during the past year (or the current period
annualized) with those allocated in the
burden rate projection. Elements such
as those already discussed, together with
changes in allocation bases, should again
account for all major differences.
6. Finally, compare the resulting departmental burden rates with actual burden
rates currently in effect or in effect during the past year. Be sure that the differences are reasonable in the light of
the comparisons made previously.

Good Costing Keeps Close to the Facts
Naturally these tests are not performed without time and effort. Many may
wonder why all this work is suggested, particularly since no amount of present
effort can completely take the guesswork out of what future expenses will be.
Well, first of all, it is likely that a burden rate projected and checked on a
basis such as has been outlined here will be a different rate from one arrived
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at arbitrarily. It is probable that the differences, caused as they are by considering every known factor which may affect the matter, will bring the rate
closer to what the results will be. Moreover, the tests just described may in
themselves disclose errors or gaps in thinking, which should and can be corrected once they are known.
In addition, far more significant than accuracy for accuracy's sake, is the
bold fact that the departmental burden rate is a very important matter in product
costing, not to mention its place in departmental operating control. The more
accurate it can be, the better the product costing and the poorer the chance for
successful alibis for inadequate expense control.
Another thing may be remembered, too. The cost accountant's major contribution lies in the field of analyzing probable or actual results. Overhead
expenses are generally at so high a level that swings of any significance can
affect results profoundly. What has been presented in this article as "pre auditing" is actually little more than a thorough job of pre - analyzing all the
elements that go into making up the burden rate by which overhead is absorbed. It may seem like a lot of work and it will take time, but it provides
the vehicle by which the cost accountant can readily account for subsequent
over- or under - absorption of factory expenses. When management asks why
Department 20 has underabsorbed its burden by 20 per cent, it is much better
to be able to say, "Because there are four more stock checkers than you estimated would be needed" than to work for a day and finally come up with the
answer that expenses are not being properly controlled.
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Control of Inventory Consigned to Suppliers
by C. W . -BENDEL
Chief Cost Accountant, New Holland Machine Division of The Sperry Corporation,
New Holland, Pa.

Meeting the combined demands of military and civilian production
has brought into increased favor the device of subcontracting processing of company materials and this, in turn, has raised control problems
relative to materials in the hands of others and to the recording of
farmed -out processing costs. The author's company has tackled these
problems in a forth -rigbt fashion, as this article attests.

that production volume can
I be substantially increased in many industries without
heavy expenditures for
T IS A TI M E LY AN D HIGHLY - SIGNIFICANT FACT

plant expansion. This is accomplished by increasing the capacity of the assembly
facilities and adopting the simple expedient of using outside suppliers and
machine shops for fabrication of the additional components required. This
method partially solves a company's manpower problem as well.
Up to the present, in the normal employment of this volume expansion
device, a manufacturer would negotiate with a supplier on the basis of furnishing him with design and material specifications, process sheets, volume requirements and delivery dates, and, in some instances, special tools, such as patterns,
jigs, dies and fixtures. The prices would be set to include the costs of material,
labor and overhead and a profit for the supplier. Under this arrangement, the
supplier would assume full responsibility for procuring the necessary materials.
Although a higher manufacturer's cost of the finished components, would be
expected under this plan, the additional profit to him on the increased volume
of finished assemblies often made it worthwhile.
More recently, procurement difficulties have complicated this simple plan.
Suppliers are reluctant to quote firm prices and delivery dates because of uncertainty regarding the acquisition of materials.
An Old Problem on a New Scale
A practical solution to the problem is for the manufacturer to furnish material to the supplier for fabrication and to negotiate prices for fabrication only.
The supplier becomes accountable for the material and the manufacturer must
maintain adequate inventory records, against which usage can be checked.
This is not entirely new to us. Some of our smaller suppliers have been receiving
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material on consignment for years. Ledger accounts have been maintained for
individual suppliers, to which consigned material was charged at standard cost
and credited with the standard value of the material element of parts fabricated
for us. However, the substantially increased volume of consignment transactions
made it impractical to continue this manual method. Utilization of tabulating
equipment was a logical alternative. Since this was a major change in procedure, it was necessary to review the entire problem and all of the documents
used.
A Plan of Master and Secondary Job Orders; Source Data
We decided to set up a separate work -in- process account for work done at
suppliers and to utilize a system of job orders for the accumulation of data.
We concluded that we needed, first of all, to accumulate all inventory transactions with each supplier and then to have a record of the transactions on each
of the parts manufactured by each supplier. (Consideration was given to the
fact that most of our suppliers are making several different parts from the same
basic material and that it is impossible to accurately allocate such material to a
specific part when the material is shipped to the supplier, because of the practice of using large scrap pieces from one part to fabricate other smaller items.)
A series of order numbers was selected and a master order was assigned to
each supplier, together with related secondary orders. Each supplier is assigned
one hundred order numbers. The even hundred is used as the master order
number while secondary orders are issued in numerical sequence under it.
The master order is designed for the recording of consignment inventory
transactions only. It is charged with the standard value of the material shipped
and is relieved on the basis of fabricated parts returned. The balances remaining in the order represent the inventory value of raw material in the hands
of the supplier. The secondary orders are intended for the accumulation of
data applicable to the parts made. These orders are charged with the standard
value of material used, plus the standard value of the fabrication costs, and are
relieved at the standard value of the pieces received.
After the over -all control plan was thus established, it was relatively easy
to re -route existing documents and to design the necessary forms to make the
procedure workable. Analysis revealed a need for:
A copy of the purchase order to serve
as an indication that a supplier had contracted to fabricate material which
would be shipped to him on consignment.
2. A Supplier's Process Sheet (Exhibit I)
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 1

which could be used for accumulating
all data pertinent to the part to be
fabricated. Existing manufacturing process sheets for internal use were inadequate for our purpose though much of
the information which appeared on them
was transferred to the new form.
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3. A tabulating card to effect relief of
regular inventory and to charge consigned material to the master order.
(Exhibit 2)
4. A copy of the receiving document indicating the return of fabricated parts
and storage in our stock rooms.
5. Decks of pre - punched tabulating cards
to set up material, add fabricating costs,

effect relief of the secondary orders,
and to relieve the master order of material utilized in production of finished
parts. (Exhibits 3, 4 and 5)
6. Listings of the transactions on the suppli er j ob orders.
7, Supplier's consigned
(Exhibit 6)

inventory

report.

The documents enumerated as 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 above were already in reguSUPPLIER PROCESS SHEET
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of the flow. Standard requisition card forms were used for preparing the decks
of pre - punched cards.
Purchase Order Initiates Supplier's Process Sheet
Copies of all purchase orders affecting inventory are forwarded to the cost
section for review before they are passed along to the accounts payable section.
Those which cover fabrication of consigned material are first checked against
the list of master job orders issued (the appropriate master job order number
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is transcribed to the purchase order) and finally checked against the supplier's
process sheets. A purchase order serves as an authority for the preparation of
such a sheet in the first instance for each supplier.
The process sheet serves as a work sheet for the preparation of tabulating
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card decks and also provides a check list on shipments of consigned materials.
New sheets are processed as follows:
I. Supplier's name — copied from purchase
order.
2. Master order number — transcribed from
purchase order.
3. Part number and description —transcribed from purchased order.
4. Secondary order number — assigned by
cost clerk.
5. Material required— quantity as indicated on manufacturing process sheets.
6. Component part number and description— transcribed from manufacturing
process sheet.
7. Unit standard cost— standard cost of
component filled in by cost clerk.

8. Standard per finished pert — computed
by the cost clerk.
9. Inventory account — account to be relieved, filled in by cost clerk.
10. Total material value— computed by cost
clerk.
I I . Fabrication cost —this may be our
standard labor and overhead cost (computed from our own manufacturing
process sheets) or the difference befween the supplier's price for fabrication only (with material consigned by
us) and his former prices which included material.
12. Value when returned to inventory —
computed by cost clerk.

Shipment of Material —and Charging the Master Order
When material goes out of the plant, the shipping document contains the
name and address of the consignee, shipping instructions, a list of materials
shipped, part numbers on which the materials is to be used and the purchase
orders on which the parts are to be fabricated. Although this document is used
as the basis for relieving storeroom and inventory control records of the quantities shipped, it cannot be used in its original state for cost section transactions.
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Shipping documents applicable to consigned materials are checked with the
master job order list and the master job order number is noted on the document. They are also checked against the process sheets for parts which are to
be made, to determine correctness of application of the materials. At this point
the inventory account to be relieved is noted on the shipping document. The
shipping documents are ultimately filed in the cost section.
In order to charge a supplier with material sent him, a tabulating card (Exhibit 2 ) is prepared for each item on the shipping document. Inasmuch as sufficient material for several weeks operations of a supplier is usually consigned in
one shipment, the card volume on such transactions is relatively light and pre punched tabulating cards are not used for this phase of the work. The following data is transcribed manually to each card:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Part code number.
Card identification number -01.
Quantity shipped.
Master order number.

5. Account to be charged (work -in- process
control account number assigned to the
supplier).
b. Account to be credited (plant inventory
account to be relieved).

The cards are forwarded to the tabulating section where they are matched
with our master pricing decks. The unit standard cost is punched into them
and the quantities are extended mechanically. Tabulations to support the monthly journal entries are prepared from the accumulated cards. Later these master
order charge cards are collated with the master job order relief cards when the
processed material is returned to us as described below and a detailed listing
of consignment inventory activity is prepared.
Receipt of Materials and Charge to Inventories — General
Our regular receiving and material recording procedure needs to be presented
first. Two copies of each receiving report flow into the cost section. One copy
travels through the inspection department, stock room, inventory control section
and thence to the cost section. This copy contains all pertinent data relating to
acceptance or rejection of material. The second copy is transmitted to the cost
section after the supplier's invoice has been vouchered. This copy contains the
invoice register number, the inventory account to be charged, the accounts payable clearance account to be relieved, and the amount of the invoice. The receiving reports are forwarded to the tabulating section where they are key
punched and form the basis for charging the variance account with the amount
paid for the material and relieving the accounts payable clearance account.
The standard cost of the incoming material is then transferred from the variance account to inventory. Tub files containing tabulating cards in which are
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pte- punched the part code number, inventory account to be charged, price variance account to be relieved, and unit standard cost of the part, are maintained
in the cost section. After the two copies of the receiving reports have been
matched, we pull the appropriate pre - punched card, mark sense the receiving
report number and the quantity on the card and forward it to tabulating for
extension. These cards are used to charge the inventory accounts and relieve
the variance account for the standard value of material received.
Adapting the Procedure to Return of Processed Materials
A single pre - punched card is sufficient for ordinary inventory (purchase)
transactions, but decks of six kinds of pre - punched cards serving as many different purposes, are necessary to meet the requirements of the supplier's consignment inventory procedure. Four of these are identical in form. The decks
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EXHIBIT 3

o0cards are the backbone of the procedure and the basis for the reports of inventories in hands of suppliers, as well as the record of activity in individual
parts. Card identification numbers are assigned to each kind of card and are
employed to facilitate checking and to identify transactions. A deck of cards
is prepared for each part to be fabricated by each supplier and is tied in with
the secondary number on the supplier's process sheet. The decks are filed by
part number and secondary order number.
Receiving reports applicable to consigned inventory transactions are checked
with the supplier's process sheets and the secondary order number is noted on
the receiving report, after which decks applicable to the suppliers' and parts
involved are pulled from the tub files. Each deck contains the basic cards:
1. Variance relief card (Exhibit 3) —This card is exactly like the card which
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has been mentioned as adequate to ordinary inventory transaction. The card
name derives from the mechanics — applicable here as with regular purchases —
of isolating price variances.)
It contains the following pre - punched data:
(a) Part code number —the number of the
finished fabricated part.
( b) Card identification number -09.
(c) Charge account number —the work -inprocess account number for the sup-

( d) Cr edit account number —the variance
account to be relieved.
(e) The unit price employed in the trans action —the standard inventory value of
the fabrication charges.

plier.

This card is processed by mark sensing in the appropriate section the quantity received (as indicated on the receiving report) and the receiving report
MASTER ORDER RELIEF CARD
( Als o u se d a s s e c o nd ar y o r de r m at e r i al ,
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number. Completed cards are forwarded to the tabulating section for extens*
and inclusion with other documents applicable to receiving report operations.
These cards are not used in connection with the matter orders or secondary
orders mentioned in this procedure. They simply serve to carry the vendors'
fabrication charges to the work -in- process ledger.
2. Master Order Relief Cards (Exhibit 4) —these cards are designed for
relieving the master order charged when material was sent out. Separate cards
are required for each component of a fabricated part. The following data is
pre - punched:
(a) The par t code number —this is the part
code number of the material sent to
the contractor, not the finished part
number.
( b) Master order number —the master order
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to be relieved.
(c ) Card identification number - 02.
( d) The charge account number —a clear ante account (9999) is used whenever
transactions are between orders in the
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same work -in- process inventory account,
to avoid cluttering the books with
superfluous entries.
(e) The credit account number —fhe work in- process account for the supplier is
recorded as a credit since these cards
are deductions from the supplier's
master order.
(f) Standard cost per piece —the standard

value of the standard quantity required
to produce the finished part is used
here since quantities represent the number of finished parts returned by the
supplier.
(g) Subtract control (X) —since these values must be subtracted from the values
in the master order, a control is required.

These cards are processed by mark sensing the original quantity received (per
the receiving report) in the appropriate section. Completed cards are forwarded
to the tabulating section for extension and inclusion with other documents applicable to supplier work -in- process.
3. Material Cards — secondary order. These cards, which are the same card
form as illustrated in Exhibit 4, are designed to charge material to the secondary
orders. (Material returned has been charged to a clearing account and credited
to the master orders on the card described next above.) Pre - punched data consists of the following: (a) Part code number —a single card is
used to accumulate all costs of material
charged to the order. Consequently
the part code number for the fabricated part is entered here.
(b) Secondary order number —fhe applicable order number of the part fabricated.
(c) Card identification number -03.

(d) Charge account number —the work -inprocess control account number for the
supplier.
(e) Credit account number — clearance account 9999 (previously charged —see
above).
(f) Standard cost per piece —the standard
value per piece for all material required to fabricate the part.

These cards are processed in the tabulating and cost sections in the same way
as described for Card No. 2.
4. Fabrication cost cards — secondary orders. Inasmuch as the variance relief
cards, which are also based on the fabrication costs, are needed for distribution
of the voucher register, it is necessary to provide another card for conveying
such charges to the secondary orders. The card form illustrated in Exhibit 4
is used here also and is pre - punched as follows:
(a) Part code number —the number of the
finished fabricated part.
(b) Secondary order number —(same as
card 03).
(c) Card identification number -04.
(d) Charge account number —fhe work -inprocess control account number for the
supplier.

(e) Credit account number — clearance account 9999.
(f) Standard cost per piece —the standard
fabricating cost per piece —same as
Item (e) variance relief cards.

Cards are processed in cost and tabulating section as outlined in preceding
paragraphs with respect to Card No. 2.
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5. Relief cards — secondary orders. These cards are designed to relieve the
secondary orders for the value of good pieces entered in inventory (again the
form is that of Exhibit 4). The following data is pre - punched in the cards.
(a) Part code number —code number of
the fabricated part.
(b) Secondary order number —same as 03
and 04 cards.
(c) Card identification number -05.
(d) Charge account number —the plant inventory account number for the material fabricated.

(e) Credit account number —the work -inprocess control account for the supplier.
(f) Standard cost per piece —the standard
value of the fabricated part.
(g) Subtract control (X) —since these values must be subtracted from the total
accumulated on the secondary order a
subtraction control is required.

The cards are processed in the cost section by mark sensing the quantity in
the appropriate field. This quantity is the number of pieces which are taken
S C R A P , SHO RT AG E , AN D RE -WORK CARD S
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EXHIBIT 5
in t o i n v e n t o r y . I f i t i s d i f fe r e n t fr o m t h e q u a n t i t y o n r e c e i v i n g r e p o r t , a n a d d i -

tional card is required to transfer scrapped or rejected pieces to appropriate variance or expense accounts. Completed cards are forwarded to the tabulating
section where they are extended and are used as the basis for tabulations from
which journal entries are prepared before they are collated with other cards in
the supplier's work -in- process group.
6. Scrap, shortage and re -work cards — secondary orders, (Exhibit 5) . Although these cards are not required for all transactions a card is included in
each deck to be used if required. The following data is pre - punched:
(a) Part code number —code number of
the fabricated part.
(b) Secondary order number —same as
cards 03, 04, and 05.
(c) Card identification number -06.
1454

(d) Credit account number —the work -in.

process account number for the sup plier.
(e) Standard cost per piece — standard
value of t he f abr icated part.
( f ) Subtracting control ( X) .
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Cards are processed by mark sensing the quantity rejected, etc. (per receiving report) and posting the appropriate charge account number to the proper
section. Completed cards are forwarded to the tabulating section, the manually posted account number is key punched, and the cards are sense punched
and extended. These cards are used to prepare tabulations to support journal
entries before they are collated with other cards applicable to supplier's work in- process. The month in which transaction took place is gang punched in each
card.
Transaction Listings Provide Balance Controls
For operating and control purposes, the system provides for a birds - eye -view
of how matters stand. "The tabulating section prepares a list of suppliers' work in- process orders each month. Cards are listed in order sequence, with piece
parts following numerically within each order. It must be remembered that the
master orders (round numbers) reflect the situation with respect to the consumption of raw materials which have been sent out for fabrication. The secondary orders (the numbers commonly end with a digit) reflect only dollar
balances since quantities in the cards do not reflect actual pieces in all cases. The
following is illustrative:
ORDER
NUMBER

PART
CODE

CARD
NUMBER QUANTITY

0350
0350
0350
0450
0450
0350
0350

50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

11817
11817
11817
81805
81805
81806
81806

01
02
02
01
02
01
01

1,000
400
400
900
225
100
100

$125.00
50.00 Cr.
50.00 Cr.
60.00
60.00 Cr.
20.00
20.00

0350
0350
0350
0350
0350
0350
0350

50,001
50,001
50,001
50,001
50,001
50,001
50,001

12741
12741
12741
12741
12741
12741
12741

03
03
04
04
05
05
06

400
400
400
400
380
400
20

50.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
57.00 Cr.
60.00 Cr.
3.00 Cr.

VALUE

BALANCE
$

MONTH

25.00
.00
40.00

$

$

$65.00

.00

On the figures in the above table, analysis of the master order (50,000) reveals that the inventory balance for Part 11817 is $25. By using a material
conversion factor of .125 each (see card 09), we are able to convert this value
to 200 inventory units. Part 81805 is entirely consumed and has no inventory
balance while Part 81806 has not been used on any parts returned to us.
The secondary order (50,001) shows the correct balance (0). A review of
this order shows that twenty pieces were short, scrapped, or rejected. Excessive
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SUPPLIER'S CONSIGNED INVENTORY REPORT

Part
Number

%Y2 Company

De s crip tio n

F in is h e d
P a r t N o . Qu a n t it y

1/ 8 x 3 C. R. S t e e l

12741

OO

81805

2 x 3 x 5/16 Angle

12745

O

818G6

2 x 2 x 1/4 Angie

12747

p

11817

u n it
Price

E x t e n s io n

IZtS0

aSe

—

SUPPLIER

2000

0 .0 0

6 S. o e
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Not e:
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con sign ed in ve n t o r y l i s t e d above i s in our hands a s of c l o s e

SO

Date
Signe d

jnLW

&
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EXHIBIT 6

quantities on 06 transactions are directed to the attention of the procurement
division for corrective action.
Suppliers Report Consigned Inventory on Hand
It is not quite enough to maintain our own records. There is need for confirmation of inventory balances by the suppliers themselves. Each supplier furnishes a quarterly report of consigned inventories in his possession (Exhibit 6).
Pre - written forms containing the part code, description of the part, and finished
part numbers in which parts are used are forwarded to the supplier, who fills
in the quantity and returns the completed form. Standard unit prices are entered and extended.
It Might Have Gotten Away from Us
This procedure, as a whole, has speeded up a function which was in danger
of "bogging down" because of sheer volume. In the master orders we have a
complete record of all consigned inventory transactions in a readable and readily
understood form. The secondary orders provide us with proof of work done
and a supplementary record to substantiate any claims which we may have
against a supplier. The supplier's consigned inventory report satisfies the requirements of the auditors.
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Fringe Labor Costs in the Packing Industry
by CLETUS P. ELSEN
Cost Accountant and Production Control Manager, E. Kahn Sons Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio

Notable for its illustration of the impact of so- called "fringe" labor
costs on a typical situation in the meat industry, calling for a spot
decision on the part of management, this article also enumerates and
accords brief description to the categories of costs regarded as supplementary labor costs in the authors company.

of various types of expenses popularly called fringe labor costs has made the hourly rate obsolete as a base to determine labor costs. Few people, in the meat packing industry especially, realize how much this expense amounts to, particularly in
relationship to the basic rate per hour of the employee. When these various
types of expenses are reduced to a per hour basis, the total is surprisingly high
and amounts to a major cost factor which cannot be overlooked in figuring
product costs.

R

E CE N T INCREASE I N T H E N U M BE R AN D A M O U N T

Fringe Costs —A "Packer's Dozen"
Fringe labor costs at our company and paid by most meat packers fall into
the following thirteen categories which are briefly described in the succeeding
paragraphs:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Clothes- changing time.
7. Christmas bonus.
Knife- sharpening time.
8. Welfare plan.
Laundry and clothing allowance.
9. Social and industrial insurance.
Paid holidays.
10. Lunch room expense.
Vacations.
11. Overtime.
Rest periods.
12. Guarantee time.
13. Foremen's salary.

All employees are given an additional twelve minutes per day for changing
clothes, above the hours actually worked. This comes to one hour per week for
a five day week, or lI /4 hours per week for a six day week. If an employee
works five eight hour days, he would work forty hours and the clothes changing
time of one hour would automatically be added to time of forty hours, resulting
in overtime being paid on the extra hour pay. Therefore, for the purpose of the
fringe pay analysis shown later, we have computed it at time and a half.
All employees who use a knife are granted one -half hour time in addition
to the hours worked. This is to cover time spent by them in sharpening their
A U G U S T , 19 51
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pay

knives. This is similar to the clothes - changing allowance and, for the purpose
of present illustration, it also has been computed at time and a half.
In lieu of our furnishing outer work clothes and laundering them, each employee is given a weekly allowance of fifty cents for clothes and thirty cents for
laundry.
All employees are paid eight hours per day for the following holidays: New
Year's Day, Christmas, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence
Day, Labor Day, Armistice Day, Thanksgiving.
Employees are given one week of vacation or 42 hours pay after one year,
two weeks after five years, and three weeks after fifteen years. The majority of
our employees fall within the two to three week bracket. For illustrative purposes we have used three weeks or 126 hours.
All employees are granted fifteen minute rest periods after each two and
one half hours of continuous work. Normally this amounts to one half hour
per day for an eight hour day. Since the company receives no production for
this time it must be reflected in cost of production indirectly.
It has been the custom of the company to give at least a one week's
as
bonus at Christmas time. This policy has been in effect so long that the employees expect it to continue and consider the bonus, practically, as part of their
pay. Therefore, we accrue for this throughout the year and attempt to recover
it in our costs.
The company pays the entire cost of life insurance, sickness and accident insurance, hospitalization, surgical and medical policies for all the employees.
Social security and industrial insurance costs are paid directly in proportion
to the payroll. We believe that these costs, together with costs of the
welfare plan, should not be buried in burden or overhead.
The company has a lunch room which it operates at a loss. We realize that
many will disagree with us as to the inclusion of this loss as labor. However,
we feel that it increases or decreases in accordance with the number of employees on the payroll and we handle it in this manner to insure its recovery in
our selling prices.
just possibly, the added labor cost of overtime premium may not be properly
classed as a fringe cost. Nevertheless, it is an expense which must be recovered
in the selling price. Overtime in our company varies according to the department. Some departments have little or no overtime, others have overtime every
week, while others have seasonal overtime as well as seasonal guarantee time
(see below). Due to this wide variation between departments, we accumulate
the overtime weekly, monthly, and annually, and arrive at a percentage for
1458
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each department, which will represent this cost in each case.
The common practice in the meat packing industry is to pay a "guarantee"
week. Our company guarantees thirty -six hours a week to all employees. Due
to the seasonal nature of the business, there are quite a few weeks in the year
in which actual hours worked in the departments are considerably under thirty six hours. Departmental record of the number of guarantee hours paid and the
dollar cost of this time is kept. The annual cost is determined and the percentage of guarantee labor cost to the department labor is determined. This cost is
probably larger at our company because we do not make a practice of laying off
employees. (For all practical purposes the thirty -six hour guarantee amounts
to an annual wage plan.)
Foreman's salary expense will vary considerably between departments. We
do not believe in merging this expense in indirect costs or overhead. We determine the percentage of foreman's salary in each department to the total payroll in the department. This percentage is added to all labor costs on product
processed in the department.
Thinking in Terms of Total Labor Cost
It is of the utmost importance that the cost accountant handle all the expenses which have been enumerated in such a manner as to insure their recovery
in all interdepartmental transfers and in the selling prices. The keeping of
direct and indirect labor accounts is not sufficient. In our opinion, the use of
the textbook definition of direct and indirect labor is not practical as applied
to the meat packing industry. We believe that all expenses paid directly as
wages or indirectly as the result of wages should be considered as labor costs.
We think in terms of total departmental labor cost which includes all fringe
costs directly related thereto, rather than in terms of direct and indirect labor
separately.
The general practice in the industry is to allocate labor and expenses by production departments and then to allocate department costs to products. Rather
than think in terms of direct and indirect expenses, we think in terms of out of- pocket expense and other expenses. In determining product costs for sales
and inter - department transfers, out of pocket expenses must be clearly shown at
all times. This is particularly important in the meat industry where profit margins are very small (averaging about one per cent of sales). In most cases the
single element of fringe labor costs amounts to more than the total potential
profit on a product.
The importance of this is that sales are made daily with respect to which the
sales manager must give consideration to whether or not he can recover all of
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 1
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Comparison of Realization on Hog Chitterlings as Inedible and Edible Product
VALU E O F H OG CHITTE RLINGS AS INEDIBLE PRODUCT

100 lbs. of chitterlings will render as follows:
Grease .............................20 lbs. Cia .141/2 ' per lb. sales price
$2.90
. 8 16s. @ 6C per lb.
.................... .48
Regular ...
tankage
................ lbs. aQ 30 per Ib. ......... ...............................
Stick tankage ....................15
.45

........... ...............................

Total ................................................................................ ............................... $3.83
Lessrendering expense
.25

.......................................................... ...............................

Net realization as inedible product.....................

.................. ...............................

$3.58

REALIZATION AS EDIBLE PRODUCT PER 100 POUNDS

Chitterling sales value, 180 per pound
Less cost of saving (out of pocket)
Labor saving on hog kill 20# per man hour
at base rate per hour $1.38 1/2
Labor packing in cans and freezer
Water washing
10# cans ["o. .303 ea.
Outside cartons 6 cans to carton 240 ea.
Freezer cost
Selling
Order - filling
Delivery
Total cost to save

$18.00

$6.95
.50
.05
3.03
.60
.56
.50
.75
1.00
$13.94

Net realization as edible
Net realization as inedible (above)

$ 4.06
$ 3.58

Indicated additional profit as edible, per 100 16s.

.48

EXHIBIT 1

the out of pocket expenses plus overhead costs. Too frequently the tendency
of the sales department is to ignore the burden charges on product it has difficulty in selling. If the labor costs are clearly listed on product cost sheets and
not buried in burden, higher sales realization will undoubtedly be the result.
It is equally important that the fringe costs be included in computing labor
costs on products transferred to other departments and particularly in figuring
the costs of products which could be produced or purchased from other packers.
What Difference Do Fringe Costs Make? —Two Examples
Another problem regularly confronting packers in normal times is whether
to further process certain products. For example hog chitterlings may be tanked
for grease or saved as an edible product. However, labor cost of saving as an
1460
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Cost Per 100 Pounds of Lean Trimmings for New England Style Sausage
from Green Picnics
CAL CU LA TION N O . [-B ASE LA BOR RATE USED

Market value of green picnics 8/10 Avg.

$33.50

Add labor of boning:
150# per man hour @a $1.661/2 per hour (base rate)

Less credits:
Shanks
Regular trimmings
Fat
Bones

OR

#

$34.61
%

Total

1.11

10.4
6.3
22.4
14.2

PRICE

VALUE 100##

.40
.25
.11
.02

$4.16
1.58
2.46
.28

Total credits:

8.48

Net value
Lean trimmings
46.7 cost
(Net value $26.13 divided by 46.7 #)

$26.13
$55.98

CAL CU LA TION N O . 2- FRING E COST INCLUDED IN LABOR

Market value of green picnics 8 /10 Avg.
Add labor boning 150# per man hour Cia $2.49 (adjusted rate)
Total

$33.50
1.66
$35.16

%

OR##
Less credits:
Shanks
10.4
Regular trimmings
6.3
22.4
Fat
Bones
14.2

PRICE

VALUE 100,"

.40
.25
.11
.02

$4.16
1.58
2.46
.28

Total credits:

$ 8.52

Net value

$26.64

Lean trimmings
46.7 cost
(Net value $26.64 divided by 46.7 #)
Cost of trimmings in the second calculation over first calculation

$57.05
$1.07

EXHIBIT 2

edible product is high. If the market price of hog chitterlings is not sufficient
to enable the packer to recover the labor and other expenses of saving, it may
be more profitable to render them into inedible grease.
To illustrate how much this fringe expense may amount to when converted
to a per pound basis, a few figures will help. The top portion of Exhibit 1
shows $3.58 realization per one hundred pounds for chitterlings as an inedible
product and, using this figure in the bottom portion, an additional profit of 48
cents per hundred pounds is indicated if the chitterlings are processed to an
A U G U S T , 1951
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edible product. However, it will be noted that "cost to save" as edible product
supposes a labor base rate of $1.38 %2per hour.
If fringe labor costs had been included, this would change to $2.05 per hour
and a loss rather than a profit would result from sale of the chitterlings as
edible instead of inedible product. The cost per pound to save would rise from
the figure of $6.95 shown in Exhibit 1 to $10.25 and the difference of $3.30
would swing the 48 cents additional profit into a loss of $2.82. It is thus apparent that the use of the base labor rate only would have resulted in a costly
error involving loss of out of pocket costs and waste of labor time.
Other typical problems confronting management daily further illustrate the
importance of recognizing fringe costs. Pork cuts may be sold as fresh, cured,
smoked, cooked or canned. Some cuts may also be processed into boneless meats
to be used for sausage. Whether to sell as fresh, cured, smoked, or canned
presents the problem of recovering costs of producing, particularly the labor
costs.
A still different problem relates to whether to make boneless meat for sausage
or buy the boneless meat on the open market. However, the correct handling
of labor costs in making the decision is just as important as in other cases of
choice among alternatives. Boneless meat for sausage is obtained from various
meat cuts of all classes of meat animals, such as cattle, calves, mutton and hogs.
Most meat slaughterers also manufacture sausage. There are hundreds of
sausage manufacturers in business who slaughter no livestock and must buy all
their boneless meat from slaughterers. Therefore, the slaughterer has a ready
market for the boneless meats he may produce or the cuts with which he makes
this boneless meat.
Two daily market services, "The National Provisioner" and "The Packers'
Daily Record" provide the industry with daily information of sales prices of all
meat products including boneless meat for sausage. The market value of boneless meat is usually determined by the cost of the meat from which it is derived and, in particular, by the amount of fat or relative leanness of the trimmings. The leaner the product the higher the sales value. The following quotations from "The National Provisioner" daily market service of April 24, 1951
will illustrate this point:
CENTS PER POUND
@ 171/2 -18

Skinned Jowls
Regular trimmings
Regular trimmings
Guaranteed 50% lean
Pork trimmings -85% lean
Pork trimmings -95% lean
Neck bone trimmings
Blade meat
1462
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24 -25

@ 25
@ 461/2 -47
@ 49
@ 391/2 -40
@ 54 -55
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Portion of Fringe Labor Cost Chart for the Various Base Rates of Pay

Clothes- changing time
Knife - sharpening time
Laundry and clothing allowance
Eight paid holidays
Vacation
Rest period
Christmas bonus
Social security and unemployment taxes
Welfare plan
State industrial insurance
Lunch room expense
Fringe cost per hour
Total rate per hour plus fringe
Department foreman
5.0%

$1.28

$2.12

.06

.10

.016

.04
.02
.069
.136
.133
.052
.07
.024
.008
.026

.404

.678

1.684
.067

2.798
.140

.079

.05

.132
.084

$1.88

$3.154

—

Base rate per hour

.02
.042
.082
.08
.032
.043
.024

.005

Other benefits paid employees:
Overtime costs
Guarantee time

4.7%
3.0%

Total cost per hour for figuring
product costs

EXHIBIT 3

The trimmings may be obtained from different pork cuts. Pork picnic is
the cut most used to secure 85 per cent or 95 per cent lean trimmings. Guaranteed 50 per cent or regular trimmings are also produced from this cut. In the
boning operation, the packer may make either 85 per cent or 95 per cent lean
trimmings, depending upon his needs. Exhibit 2 is an illustration of two cost
calculations, for boning picnics, showing the effect of the fringe labor costs on
the total. Such a calculation would be made for comparison with the price
the packer would have to pay for the same trimmings if he purchased them.
Failure to figure the labor correctly may result in the packer using labor to
bone product which could have been purchased at a lower cost. The adverse
difference displayed in Exhibit 2 (between calculation with and without fringe
costs in the labor figure) is not as great as the instance illustrated by Exhibit 1.
However, it is large enough to affect the policy of top management. This difference in cost calculation is also important in determining the value of meat
products to be transferred to other departments. The full labor cost must be
added or the transferring department will show a loss.
A U G U S T , 1951
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Fringe Cost Display Chart
In order to make our staff (particularly plant foremen and plant employees)
conscious of the magnitude and the importance of the type of expense which is
the subject of this article, we prepared a chart which sets forth all fringe costs
and reflects them on an hourly basis for each base labor rate. This chart shows
all hourly rates, the hourly costs of each expense, and the total of what we consider the labor costs per hour paid the employee. The wide spread between
labor rates in the several departments, from $1.28 to $2.12, makes it important
to show each rate separately.
The actual cost to the company for all benefits (including straight - time),
received by the employee at the lowest hourly rate of $1.28 for female employees is $1.684 per hour. In other words 40.4 cents are added by fringe costs.
These fringe costs cannot be considered on an average or a percentage basis for
all employees. Some expenses will vary according to the rate per hour, others
can be applied on a percentage basis. Exhibit 3 is limited to two base pay rates,
presupposing a 40 hour week. It sets forth all the items we consider as fringe
costs. Overtime, guarantee, and foreman are added, based on the department's
experience. With these costs included the total fringe included cost is increased
to $1.88 per hour.
Taking Thought
There is no doubt but that supplementary labor costs do represent an inadequately recognized element of labor cost through industry generally. The
amounts of which they are composed may well be individually justified as stimulants to production, as policy costs, or as necessity costs. However, they should
be known and weighed for control purposes.
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Price Estimating — Survival Factor in Job Shops
by FRANK S. HOWELL
C.P.A., Washington, D. C.

•

There is pointed reminder in the present article that overhead rates
have taken on added importance as contracting and subcontracting for
the national defence program have assumed current proportions. That
such rates facilitate (but do not substitute for) good judgment in
pricing and that they must be representative of up -to -date conditions,
are emphasized by the author.

defined
C as the process of computing the anticipated cost of items notmayyetbeproduced
O S T E S T I M A T I N G , C O N S I D E R E D I N I TS R E L A T I O N T O P R I C I N G ,

in those cases in which past experience cannot furnish the historical cost of
identical items produced under similar circumstances. It is a vital function in
the operation of the jobbing shop which produces to customer specifications.
Low estimates usually burden the shop with unprofitable business. Estimates
which are too high will send the customer elsewhere.
The Blind Estimate —A Way Out of Business
However, despite the obvious importance of the estimating function, many
jobbing enterprises are blindly carrying into a period in which they will be
called upon to produce vast quantities of unfamiliar items, estimating methods
which can lead only to headaches and heartaches for all concerned. Particularly
in the smaller shops, cost estimating during the re- armament period is apt to
rest upon a rule -of -thumb basis which has lost all validity. Quite as 4ten, it
may be nothing more than more or less informed guesswork on the part of one
individual.
It has been contended that this type of cost estimating cannot be too far out
of line from an economic standpoint, since many enterprises whose cost estimates were little more than a hope and a prayer came out of the last war in
excellent shape. This argument is certainly sound as far as it goes. It goes little
farther than luck will carry. What those who raise it conveniently ignore is
that many shops which tried to carry on in war -time fashion during the days
of peace, are now functioning as warehouses or garages for their more farseeing competitors.
More to the point, there is also ignored the government's announced "close
price" policy in connection with future military procurement. Unless an all -out
A U G U S T , 1951
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war unexpectedly develops, the loose buying techniques which characterized
the years 1942 -1945 are not apt to be repeated. The job shop intending to
enter into military contracting or subcontracting will find itself up against continuing pressure to accept business on a fixed -price basis, with the cost estimate
constituting a major factor in price negotiations and with postulated profit margins allowing little or no room in which to take up the slack of estimating
errors.
This is an era in which management has not been offered the help it needs.
It must be admitted that the accounting profession as a whole has not shown
any great degree of interest in job shop estimating, considering it to be primarily
a production function. On the other hand shop men, although deeply concerned with the effect of erroneous time and material estimates, have generally
failed to recognize the serious financial consequences which may stem from the
improper use of operating statements for cost - estimating purposes. The same
is true of sales personnel, who are usually more concerned with shading or
expanding indicated profit margins than with questioning whether or not the
indicated margin is actually there in the first place.
Sound Estimating A Substructure for Judgment in Pricing
It is not intended to minimize the value of sales and engineering judgment
in the fields of cost estimating and related pricing but rather to point out that,
unless the underlying time and material calculations are essentially correct,
the entire structure of the estimate rests upon quicksand. Of course, if the customer contact man does not know his business, the most accurate estimate lies
uselessly in the files. No estimating method can do more than indicate the
cost -pike relationship at which a desired average profit may be obtained and
the price below which an out -of- pocket loss may be expected. Such questions
as to whether or not it would be advisable to accept a price below estimated
cost in order to secure some contribution to fixed overhead or whether, conversely, it would be well to quote above the indicated price because of the possibility of production difficulties, are questions of judgment to which no system
yet devised can give adequate answers.
The value of organized, accurate methods of developing anticipated costs
does not lie in the automatic computation of prices to be quoted but in the
systematic presentation of dependable basic information, to which informed
and mature judgment must be applied to complete the pricing process. To put
it in simpler terms, the proper function of a systematic method of job shop cost
estimating is to insure, as far as is humanly possible, that no price which will
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fail to return the desired margin of profit is ever unknowingly quoted. A by
no means secondary function exists in the accumulation of recorded, orderly
data for future reference. Furthermore, the job shop which hopes to enter the
defense procurement picture will, in most cases, find formalized cost estimating
methods of invaluable assistance.
These are indispensable links in the chain of effective management. Unless
careful consideration is given to the accounting concepts which occupy the area
between the foundation stones of accurate time and material calculations and
the pinnacle of price, the estimating structure will shelter a host of unsuspected
troubles.
Estimating Formula May Be Simple, Must Be Current

It may be appropriate to sketch briefly the desired results by considering for
a moment a simple type of estimating formula, in which total estimated cost
on a job or unit basis is represented by the sum of (1) estimated material usage
extended at anticipated purchase prices, ( 2 ) estimated hours of direct labor at
anticipated wage rates, (3) and provisions for shop and commercial overhead
at predetermined rates expressed as a percentage of other factors. To cost so
estimated there may be added a margin for contingencies and a formalized percentage for profit.
Such a formula leaves ample room for maneuver in arriving at a final price
and provides in addition an "estimating cushion" which may, to a large extent,
absorb the shocks of poor judgment and warped utilization of accounting concepts. However, a word of warning is in order. If such a formula is already
in use, it may need revision. Shops which have operated on this basis for the
past few years will, if they essay defense business, find that their provisions for
contingencies are frowned upon, to put it mildly, and will also find that overly optimistic profit margins are not likely to escape unscathed from the give and
take of price negotiations.
In the simple estimating formula just described, the only significant concepts
specialized to accounting are those of shop and commercial overhead. As noted,
these are usually expressed as percentages of other factors in the estimate, although hourly rates for shop overhead are frequently encountered and the use
of machine -hour rates for estimating purposes is common among the larger
enterprises which operate on a job basis. The development of proper rates and
bases for the application of shop overhead in cost estimates is, in the writer's
opinion, a responsibility which the accountant should rightfully assume.
All too often, particularly in the smaller shops, an arbitrary percentage is
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picked out of thin air or machine -hour rates are set upon the basis of outside
recommendations. Another fault appears in cases in which the problem has
been given serious study. The rates and percentages deriving from such study
tend to become as fixed and immutable as the stars in their courses and the
possibility that underlying conditions may have changed radically since the study
was made, can be completely forgotten. Also, too little emphasis has in the
past been laid upon the damage which can be done when a shop's cost estimator
and its accountant go their separate ways without stopping to explore that
shadowy, ill- defined area in which their functions overlap.
When The Minds of Accountant and Estimator Fail to Meet
Two instances come to mind in which this condition produced some unhappy
results. The first occurred in a small shop many years ago. This shop was
always working at full blast. It customarily had more orders than it could
handle but, for some reason, the operating statement frequently ended up in
a bright red figure. The estimating formula used was simple: material plus
labor plus 80 per cent of labor for overhead and profit. One recommendation
was the usual suggestion of a drastic cut in expenses all along the line.
Meanwhile the new bookkeeper, fresh from the intricacies of textbook accounting, was busily exploring the mysteries of overhead. When he finally
had the temerity to suggest that 80 per cent of labor for overhead and profit
left nothing whatsoever for the latter and indeed left very little for the salaries
of the office force, he was upbraided by the estimator, berated by the shop superintendent, and discharged by the proprietor, who thus complied with the recommendation to cut expenses. The discharged bookkeeper had the dubious satisfaction of seeing this shop close its doors two years later, to the great regret of
its customers who could no longer receive a gift of valuable dollars free with
each and every purchase.
The second instance, much more recent, concerns a large midwestern shop
which, even during the lush war years, was unable to earn more than a modicum of profit. As is usual in such instances, the managers had checked and
rechecked material usage and labor performance and had finally engaged an
industrial engineer who found, after diligent time studies, that actual labor time
on specific operations was rarely more than 5 per cent above estimated time
and frequently below the estimate. His report indicated no hidden losses on
material usage but failed to comment on the shop overhead ratio.
However, this ratio had been the recipient for five consecutive years of favorable comment in the company's audit report which had called attention to a
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low shop overhead percentage as evidence of good shop management. This
ratio appeared to be valid for cost estimating purposes and, further to keep in
line with audited results, the estimator had consistently adjusted his percentage
to conform to that developed from the operating statement for the quarter.
Little light on mediocre profits was shed until, towards the close of the war,
an inquisitive government auditor made the apparently innocuous discovery
that material handlers were classified as direct labor for statement purposes.
This position was stoutly defended on a theoretical basis by the outside auditor
who maintained that the nature of the shop operations was such that material
handling could only represent direct labor on work -in- processes. It was not
defended, however, by either the estimator or the shop superintendent, to whom
direct labor meant only direct production labor and who only then realized that
they had been applying too low a rate to an inadequate base in estimating for
pricing.
The government auditor conceded a higher burden rate than was shown on
the operating statement for the year but he did not offer to refund the thousands
of dollars which this firm had unwittingly presented to its customers (one of
whom was the USSR) while its competitors were worrying about the excess
profits tax. It had failed to recover the cost of material moving at all, it did not
recover all of its remaining factory overhead, and it lost the profit it should
have received on these cost components.
There's a Tradition to Maintain
If these appear to be extreme cases, it may be well to go back a little into
cost accounting folklore and to a truth which was pointed out from the start.
More than thirty years ago, early proponents of the benefits of cost accounting
advanced as a warning example the hypothetical case of a job shop with operations falling into three clearly- defined classifications: sheet metal working, precision machining, and bench assembly. The hypothetical owner of this hypothetical shop, out of (hypothetical) sheer ignorance, utilized an all- embracing
overhead ratio in bidding on work which came his way. As a result he was,
on one hand, occupied in fighting off customers clamoring for machine work
to be done and, on the other, equally occupied in fending off the sheriff. There
then appeared on the scene a cost accountant, likewise hypothetical, who demonstrated clearly and forcibly the necessity of departmentalizing overhead rates
for cost estimating purposes. After this both the shop owner and the cost accountant lolled about in hypothetical wealth.
At this late date, it should have become axiomatic that the ratio between
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shop overhead and direct labor dollars in the ordinary job shop will be much
higher for precision machining operations than it is for bench assembly or for
handworking sheet metal. Nevertheless, for every shop which has gone to the
trouble of departmentalizing dissimilar operations for estimating purposes,
there are literally scores which continue to use an over -all burden rate, regardless of the nature of the work on which they are bidding. Accountants can
render a real service to such enterprises by emphasizing that normal expectancy
under these circumstances can only be the securing of unprofitable business and
by pointing out the singular disasters which can befall such shops if they enter
into "close price" defense contracting. Use of a "one- shot" overhead ratio
when dissimilar operations are involved is justified only if orders are to be
obtained which will pass through most, if not all, departments of the shop
prior to completion.
More Pi#alls in Price Estimating
While defects in the differentiation of operations to which the overhead rate
is applied probably underlie the greater number of accounting -cost estimating
errors, there are, in those instances in which estimating overhead ratios are
derived from operating statements, many other pitfalls, most of which call for
a dose understanding between accountant and cost estimator.
The apparently simple element of indirect labor time may be cited as an example. It seems obvious that this factor is entirely outside the accountant's
province. However, what if he considers the wages of group leaders to be direct
labor while the estimator considers their duties to be of a supervisory nature?
This can very easily happen in shops where there have been recent accounting
refinements. In such case, who furnishes the cash for the group leaders' services? Not the customers, certainly. So also with set -up men, but more frequently in reverse. The accountant picks up their wages in his overhead accounts, while the estimator considers their time separately but uses an overhead
ratio based on the accounting statements. Results are over -high bids and business lost.
Moreover, what about the bases used for overhead distribution? The writer
shudders at the remembrance of estimated overhead costs based on a flat percentage of the sum of estimated material and labor costs, with the prime costs
on one job 90 per cent material and 10 per cent labor and on the next 10 per
cent material and 90 per cent labor. He recalls also an instance in which a
corrective curve was applied to overhead estimated in this manner, with the
result that, while the shop's gross business was off some 30 per cent in the en1470
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suing year, net profits were shown to have increased by more than 200 per cent.
A problem apt to be encountered by the job shop seeking government business exists in the case of tooling costs which, if at all significant, should be
estimated separately for the job under. consideration and clearly distinguished
on the shop's books. To estimate such costs apart from production cost and
subsequently to commingle actual tooling costs with other shop overhead, is to
invite trouble with a capital "T." Similarly, if the shop is large enough to
employ an engineering staff which performs defense contracts on its own while
the remainder of the shop is engaged in production activity, defense or otherwise, accounting and estimating separation of these functions to the greatest
practical degree will surprisingly ease the rocky road to profit- making.
What has hitherto been said of factory overhead applies in lesser measure
to estimating for pricing purposes the provisions for selling and administrative
expenses. Here, however, the accountant may, at least in part, graciously yield to
the sales manager in the matter of assisting the cost estimator, since the practice
of using an operating statement ratio in developing this provision must be
recognized as one of convenience only, which may easily produce unrealistic
results in individual cases.
About Machine -Hour Rates —The Old Ones May Not Do
The problem of developing and appraising machine -hour rates for cost
estimating purposes has purposely been omitted from this article. This is a
subject in itself, about which reams have been written in the past and about
which more reams will be written in the future. Even here, a brief word of
warning may not be amiss. If machine hour rates developed under conditions
differing from those now obtaining, are being used for estimating purposes, the
accountant, the shop manager and the estimator would do well to discuss together the nature of the changes which have occurred. It will frequently be
found that underlying conditions have so altered as to make feasible a reduction in rates used for estimating, or to make an increase in such rates imperative. It is the writer's opinion that, regardless of the estimating methods
in use, closer cooperation and better understanding between the accountant, the
estimator and top management will augur well for the future of any jobbing
shop.
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WHILE THE CONTRACTS ARE
ON THE WAY
Of industry for defense may be expected to continue and resu lting restrictions upon use of
manpower and materials will make it essential for managements generally to give
careful consideration to future defense
production contracts. The accountant should
give his aid to management in thoughtful
ACCE LERA TION O F

and intelligent preparation. Here are some
suggestions:
I. Organize for defense production. Plan
any cha nges or modifications which may
be necessary.
2. Study basic and other legislation relating to defense contracts and related
regulations.
3. Obtain familiarity with types of defense
production contracts, with special reference to those most likely to be used
in 1951 and 1952.
4. Gain reacquaintance with contract cost
accounting principles, particularly with
changes since the last encounter with
them.
5. Re- examine accounting methods, policies, and procedures to be sure that
when production under defense contracts is begun, cost results will not be
out of step with published and known
cost principles applicable to defense
contracts. Make necessary corrections
before production under defense contracts is well under way.
6. Brief the items of cost of special character which may require special allowance in the contract. Place the brief
in the hands of the company's representative who will negotiate the defense
contracts. Confer with him in advance
to be sure he understands the significance of items in the brief.
HERMANN C. MILLER, Columbus
THE ALLOCATION'S THE THING
I N ANSWER TO A M A N A G E M E N T QUE RY

on burden rates as related to renegotiation,
I recently had occasion to write the following currently pertinent paragraphs
which may strike a responsive chord in
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other industrial accountants:
"As we get into war work, it is likely
that we will have a lot of civilian work
as well. W e will not have the total war
effort which prevailed in the early forties,
bu t a mixtu re.
"Since government contracts will be renegotiable, our costs will be checked and
our burden rates will receive the closest
inspection. Direct material and direct
labor are, in the main, quite easily defended. The burden allocated to a job
will be the 'toughest' to substantiate.
"A pre- determined burden rate is nothing more than a guess as to what we expect the expense of operating a department
will be, expressed in terms of man hours
of direct labor, machine hours, percentage
of direct labor, or other base to get it
against a unit of product. In the final
analysis, the actual expense charged to the
department or departments working on
war contract materials, and the relation
of the government work in such departments to the civilian work, will give our
true burden rate.
,'The a llocation of expense, then, will be
most important. Our foreman should be
so instructed. The prime consideration is
our' allocation of expense to a department.
It makes no difference whether in the predetermined rate we use 100 per cent or
200 per cent of direct labor as burden or
whether we use $1, $2, or $5 per man
hour. If we cannot defend our allocation
of expense, we might as well close up
shop when we begin to talk renegotiation."
The burden rates start with the control
of expense in the shop. Does everybody
in the orga nization k now it?
WILLIAM E. WYGANT, Lansing
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

THE FIVE— FOUR —FOUR QUARTER

D F

MY

V I E W
YOU CAN PROGRAM REPAIRS

U N D E R C U R R E N T CONDI TI ONS and at the
suggestion of our cost department, our engineers were requested to work out a maintenance repair program based on past
performance and their knowledge of the
condition of our equipment. The results
have been startling both to our executive
and engineering divisions. For instance,
in carrying out planned purchasing of the
repair materials required, it was possible
to obtain many of our supplies at a lower
cost because of increased quantities ordered

as well as because of the fact that it was
not necessary to buy hurriedly (regardless
of price)

SEARCHED

FO R R EL IE F

from any local supplier who

might have the material required on hand.
More important, we were enabled

to

plan the time of our maintenance men,
staggering their shifts when the schedule
indicated that a heavy volume of work
would be required.

I. Gave us a breather at the beginning of
the year.
2. Made the end of an accounting period
frequently fall after the end of the calendar month, permitting certain monthly
invoices to clear through accounts payable without the need of accruing.

This not only cut

down our overtime cost in this department
but also considerably improved the morale
of ou r maintenance men who, prior to this,
had never known from one day to the
next just how late they might have to work.
(These men quite obviously found loss of
pay a secondary consideration to certainty
in planning ahead for an evening's entertainment.)

COMPANY

from middle of the week closings by first
investigating the thirteen -month arrangement of four weeks each. Althou gh it wa s
found to be desirable for many types of
businesses, we did not feel that the work
involved in an extra closing was worth
while. Besides, we were more used to
running our business in quarters and thirteen months were not so divisible.
We did change to an accounting calendar
in which each quarter was thirteen weeks
and each month ended on a Sunday. The
first, fourth, seventh, and tenth months
were five weeks long, and the rest were
four weeks long (popularly known as
5 -4 -4) .
We elected to take the five -week month
the first pa rt of the qua rter since it:

Occasions do, of course, still

The ground -work for sales statistics was
la id du ring the first yea r of ou r u se of the
5 -4 -4 arrangement. W e had not sold the
sales organization on the idea, so we
proceeded to collect figures for comparison
in the following year by simultaneously
accumulating sales for calendar months and
for the desired accounting months. After
our executive personnel were satisfied that
the method was workable in our cost and

arise on which maintenance personnel are

general accounting,

required to work long hours in order to

sales department to accept the idea. Now

get a piece of equipment repaired for the
next day's operation but these instances

the whole organization thinks in terms of
"5 -44." Each year we distribute pocket -

are much fewer and farther between than

size accounting calendars throughout the

before.

company.

EARL R. CORNWELL, Mohawk Valley
A U G U S T, 1931

they encouraged

the

J. KURZMANN, Newark
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Inventory Management "Know How"
by HAROLD E. BLISS
C.P.A., Assistant Controller, Lukens Steel Company,
Coatesville, Pa.

After a well pointed up introduction to the inventory problem today
and the nature of control, this presentation recognizes and reviews
policy, organization, physical facilities, and procedures as four principal areas for the application of inventory control techniques. It goes
on to develop the subject of procedures through discussion of the
purchasing, receiving, "disbursing ", and production planning functions.
OD A Y ' S E C O N O M IC C O N DI T I O N S

the magnitude Of the financial
T and operating problems involvedemphasize
in the control and management of inventories. Industry now operates under regulations promulgated by the National
Production Authority. These regulations, among other things, deal with inventories. Existing directives establish priorities and restrictions with respect to
purchases, impose inventory limitations and generally attempt to provide an
equitable basis for the allocation of critical materials.

Responsibility—and Opportunity
Management faces and will continue to face grave responsibilities for the
control and management of inventories. These responsibilities involve not only
adherence to N.P.A. directives to insure compliance with the law, but also
maintenance of inventory levels consistent with the operating requirements and
the financial well -being of the enterprise. In order to cope with the material
shortages and restrictions imposed by the national emergency, management
must make sound decisions promptly, decisions which must be based on facts.
It is axiomatic that a man's judgment is no better than his information. This
is particularly true in every situation involving inventories.
The responsibility for compiling, preparing, presenting and interpreting the
figure facts about inventories is usually that of the cost accountant. In this
capacity, he occupies a unique position. All the physical activities of the
enterprise find focus in the figures. The final effect of all these activities, as
reflected in the physical quantities and the dollar value of inventories, is shown
on the accounting records. The cost or industrial accountant is generally held
responsible for the integrity of these figure -facts and the investigation and
evaluation of undesirable and out -of -line conditions is considered to be a
normal part of his duties. His ultimate success depends on his ability to keep
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management properly informed about the inventory situation. Significant deviations from the objectives established by management, excess or slow moving
stock, below - minimum quantities, unusual demands for certain classes of stock,
etc., are all important figure facts which should be directed to management's
attention.
Personal observation of this phase of the cost accountant's activities, both
as a professional and industrial accountant, leads me to the conclusion that we
fail in many instances to take full advantage of opportunities to render effective
service. The shortcoming is usually in failure to recognize the full implications
of the responsibility to properly inform people about what is going on and to
induce them to take corrective action. We should "raise our sights" above the
specialized area of our profession and gain the broad management perspective
which is essential to qualify for administrative responsibilities. Unless we do
this, we will fail to increase our stature or enhance our value.
Inventory Hazards Today
It may be contended that our discharge of responsibilities is not necessarily
fully portrayed in our discernment of inventory situations. However, the control
and management of inventories is important always and doubly important at
the present time. It is, in fact, a good test of the accountant's measure. Whatever his familiarity with other techniques, the challenge of inventory control
is one which he must meet. Not inaccurately, inventories have been referred
to as the "graveyard" of business because their mismanagement has so frequently been a prime cause of business failure.
At the present time inventories constitute a greater percentage of working
capital in many companies than at any previous time in their history. There
are many reasons for this condition. A few are:
I. Increased unit cost of material.
2. Upward trend in labor costs and the
addition of fringe benefits, insurance
programs, pensions and other concessions.
3. Lowered labor efficiency.

4. Stockpiling of material to insure its
availability for future needs.
5. Buildup of finished product inventories
in anticipation of continuing customer
demand and changes in the price structure.

Any or all of the foregoing reasons, plus others, may be considered sufficient
to justify the investment of larger portions of working capital in inventory
than in the past. However, these inventories are potential danger spots and,
if not properly managed and controlled, may place a company in a precarious
financial condition because:
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I. A roll back in prices may create a loss
in inventory value which cannot be recovered from sales, thus reducing the
working capital.
2. Changes in customer demand, new competitive products or shortages of certain
critical material may result in unusable
or unsalable material and may "freeze"
working capital in inventory.
3. Cash realized from the inventory may
not be adequate to replace an equivalent number of. units.
4. Unforeseen demands for specialty products may create unbalanced stocks.
5. Inability to secure certain critical mate-

rials may prevent restoration of inventory balance.
6. Improper planning and scheduling of
production is a prime hazard which will
result in uneven utilization of produc.
five facilities and bottlenecks in produc.
tion, tending to increase the investment
in work -in- process inventories.
7. Depletion of the company's working
capital through pilferage or damage to
material can be averted only through
the application of effective controls.
8. Failure to prevent the accumulation of
slow moving or obsolete material builds
losses into the inventory figure.

The inability to recognize or foresee one or more .of these contingencies and
to provide early remedial action may well be fatal to the enterprise. However,
it is also clear that these factors are to a great extent susceptible to check or
may even be eliminated through the application of sound principles of inventory control and management.
Nature of Control and Goals of Inventory Management
Accountants are prone to use the word, "control ", to convey a variety of
meanings. They speak of budgetary controls, cost control, ledger controls, etc.,
without, in many instances, giving adequate consideration to the substance or
implications of the term. Webster defines control as the "exercise of a restraining, guiding, governing and regulating influence ". More in line with the situation of a business enterprise is the definition written over fifty years ago by
Henri Fayal, a Frenchman, who stated in part that "the control of an undertaking consists of seeing that everything is being carried out in accordance with
the plan which has been adopted, the orders which have been given and the
principles laid down. Its object is to point out mistakes in order that they
may be rectified and prevented from occurring again ".
These two definitions emphasize one central fact. Control is a dynamic force.
It is established and maintained by people. It involves the application of judgment, the ability to make and implement decisions, the compulsion to analyze
and evaluate results and to take corrective action. This is the point at which
industrial accountants and other members of the management group get off the
track. A system of records and reports is set up and called a control system.
The fact is overlooked that these are tools which do nothing of themselves.
It is only when they are used by people that they become significant. Inanimate
objects do not exercise control, an inventory ledger does not exercise control.
It is a tool only and is useful only in the care of an inventory clerk. It is neces1476
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sary to avoid the all too common error of becoming so interested in the mechanics of a system that the prime movers of the system, people, are not considered at all.
We have dealt briefly with the importance of inventories today, with hazards
attendant upon neglect of inventory problems, and with the nature of control.
We can now move more directly to our subject. The effective management of
inventories cannot be achieved without the establishment of definite objectives.
These objectives must reflect the operating and financial requirements of the
individual enterprise. However, many of the principal ones are common to
most companies and may be stated as follows:
I. To maintain

the investment in inventories at the lowest point consistent with
the operating, sales and financial requirements of the enterprise.

2. To ensure an adequate supply of the required kinds of raw materials, parts,
supplies, etc., to maintain the most
efficient level of operations to meet the
demands of customers.
3. To disclose slow- moving, defective or
obsolete items.
4. To prevent loss through waste, damage
or pilferage.
5. To insure the actual existence of the

physical quantities and values shown on
the inventory records.
6. To signal over or undersfocked conditions in relation to current and projected
demand.
7. To maintain prices at the most economical level after considering projected requirements, storage facilities and the
effect on the selling price of the product.
8. To provide the basis for developing figure facts which will aid in the short and
long range planning of inventory requirements, such as content, maximum
and minimum quantities, the desired
unit price level, etc.

The achievement of these objectives is a major administrative task. It requires the utmost in cooperative effort from all levels of supervisory and line
employees. The meaning and objectives of inventory control must be thoroughly
understood by each individual concerned. This must be kept in mind as this
presentation goes on and a glimpse is given of the functional steps and techniques which are usually considered necessary to establish the control pattern.
Each of them will be found to relate primarily to people and, like the links in a
chain, they are dependent on each other. Unless the purpose, objectives and
methods to be employed are disseminated to and understood by each individual
responsible for inventory functions, control will not be achieved.
The essence of the inventory control problem is the correlation of inventories with sales requirements and the correlation of raw material and supply
procurement with production requirements. These correlations require a knowledge of the operations of the enterprise, the ability to analyze conditions, foresee results and to make sound decisions. In other words, people, and only
people, can make a control system a dynamic force capable of managing the
inventories.
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Techniques of Control
The techniques of control are similar to those applicable to other areas of
the business enterprise. Stated simply, they consist of establishing the "ground
rules" or inventory policies, implementing these rules by organizing for control,
and supplying the control tools in the form of storage facilities and systems
and procedures. Stated in greater detail, these techniques consist of a number
of important steps.
The establishment of realistic inventory policies to serve as a guide to all
personnel responsible for making decisions involving inventories should provide flexibility and allow operating personnel freedom of judgment when new
or unforeseen conditions arise. These basic policies should cover the approximate amount or percentage of working capital which should be invested in
inventories, the desired time limits on shipments to customers (one day, two
days, etc., after the receipt of the order), the method of purchasing (for current needs to meet schedules, for forward buying for a price advantage, or as
protection against threatened shortages), and the desired inventory turnover
rate.
Once the basic policies have been established, organizing for inventory
control follows. Here a good framework is a proper start. It is necessary to
centralize the authority for controlling the inventories, wherever practicable,
at one level of management and to one person. In addition, responsibility for
each inventory location must be assigned to one individual, making certain
that there is no overlapping of responsibility or authority. Further in the direction of defined responsibility, an organization chart should be prepared
covering inventory control personnel and supporting each job shown with a
job description which defines the work to be done and states whom the employee reports to and who reports to him. The organization chart should be
published and each employee's job description discussed with him.
Choice of personnel is part of the organization task. The most qualified
individual must be selected for each position. This step is of great importance
because failure to choose an employee who is qualified for the specific job can
easily destroy the effectiveness of the entire plan. Before placing individuals,
their background and experience should be investigated. Particular attention
should be given to personality traits and attitude, ability to get along with
people, intelligence, aggressiveness and general aptitude for the job. Each member of the inventory staff chosen must be given a period of intensive training
and this should include instruction in policies, objectives and the system of inventory control. It should cover also the complete inventory control picture and
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emphasize the importance of each individual to the effective operation of the
plan.
The third broad step toward effective inventory management which will
enable the organization to guard the company's assets and to receive and disburse them most efficiently, is to provide adequate physical facilities. Some of
the physical factors to be considered are storage space, item identification,
handling methods, and receiving locations. The bins, floor and outside storage
areas should be physically protected or guarded to prevent the disbursement
of material by unauthorized persons. The "locked door" principle should be
applied whenever possible. Methods of material and product identification
should be practical, economical and as "fool proof" as possible. Handling
methods should be designed to minimize the cost of handling, prevent damage or waste and shorten the production cycle. Adequate space should be
provided for receiving material to facilitate the verification of quantities and
inspection. The receiving area should, if practicable, be adjacent to the storage
location and should permit the most economical methods of handling from the
receiving dock to the storage areas.
The kind of storage areas provided for the control of inventories has an
important bearing on the attitude of the employees assigned to protect them.
If the areas are inadequate, poorly designed, dark or dirty, employees are apt
to believe that their jobs are not important and that the inventories are not
particularly valuable. This attitude will eventually make any control system
ineffective. In this connection, it is essential that every employee be trained to
recognize that all inventories represent money. It is a curious fact of human
nature that people do not think of material as having value and that they will
damage or waste it when they should not consider wasting an equivalent
amount of actual money.
Beyond the matter of physical facilities comes that of operating routines.
Review of existing procedures, forms and reports relating to inventories and
of all pertinent functional activities should be undertaken to make certain that
they are being performed by the proper employees and that these thoroughly
understand the purpose, objectives and procedures related to the inventory
control plan. Employees quickly recognize the weak features of a plan and
tend to take advantage of them. They instinctively respect a logically developed
and adequately implemented system and will generally perform their jobs more
efficiently under strict controls than under loose ones. It is, therefore, important that all functions related to the management of inventories be coordinated through a simple but rigid system and that the procedures related
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to each be "spelled out" and published in the form of instruction manuals.
It will be necessary to consider the more important procedure areas under four
heads in the remainder of this article.
The Purchasing Function
Inventory control and management start with purchasing. Specialized
knowledge is required of the potential sources of materials, price range, differences in quality, lead times, traffic problems, etc. In addition, the purchasing
department must be kept fully and accurately informed regarding:
I. The quantity of material required to
meet existing and forecast production
and sales requirements.
2. Projected and actual changes in invenCory policies.
3. All changes in product design which

may affect existing or future purchase
commitments.
4. The quantity of material in inventory,
on order and, in some instances, in
various stages of production.
5. All other information essential to the
purchasing function.

The systems and procedures, if they are to be effective, must provide for the
prompt and systematic flow of pertinent information to the proper purchasing
department employees. If these fail to secure the information or to exercise
good judgment, too much or too little material may be ordered. In the first
instance, the company may suffer financial loss through overstocking and, in
the second, productive facilities may be shut down because of a lack ol, material, preventing shipment of customers' orders in accordance with the schedule
and resulting in the loss of customers or the customers' goodwill.
In addition to establishing the procedures necessary to insure prompt communication of information to the purchasing staff, it is essential that practices
be standardized so that each employee will understand his specific responsibility. The operating problems peculiar to each enterprise have an important
bearing on the detailed methods which will be employed to achieve this objective. However, some of the principles which are applicable to most companies
may be mentioned.
The authority and responsibility for making purchases or contacting vendors
should be restricted to the purchasing department. The application of this
principle prevents the unauthorized purchase of material, misuse or pilferage
of material, or the creation of inventories of material which are not susceptible
to inventory control procedures. In addition, the planning of material requirements and the issuing of requests to the purchasing department should be
centralized, wherever possible, with an individual or department capable of
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correlating the entire production and sales picture. This will tend to minimize
the possibility of purchasing more or less material than needed or the wrong
quantities of specific types of material. Moreover, material should be purchased
in the most economical quantities consistent with sales and operating needs
and after considering the effect of lead times, potential changes in price,
scarcity of material and available inventories. Nor should the status reporting
angle be neglected. Periodic reports covering the more important items should
be given to the purchasing department, showing the quantity of inventory on
hand, the balance on order, and other pertinent data~
These principles must be applied by people. The system in force, so far as
it consists of forms and procedures, is valueless until they are used by employees
as a basis for securing information, evaluating the facts and taking appropfate
action.
The Receiving and Inspection Function
The second functional step in the control cycle starts with the receipt of
the material. A system with related procedures should define and describe
the receiving practices. Each person responsible for the receiving function
should understand the objectives and methods to be employed to insure adequate
physical and record control at this point. The methods employed are, to a
great extent, dependent on the type of product, physical limitations of the
receiving room, kind of industry, etc. However, here also, there are general
control principles, applied in many companies.
A physical count of the material must be made or other methods used to
verify the accuracy of the vendor's shipping notice. The use of the packing
list or shipping notice without independent vertification is a dangerous practice.
If the quantity actually shipped is not in agreement with the packing list, this
practice may lead to the approval and payment of erroneous invoices, along
with incorrect entries to the inventory records and resulting inventory shortages
and overpayments to the vendor. Further, material must be inspected to determine that it meets the specifications shown on the purchase order and is correctly identified to facilitate storage and disbursement and to prevent improper
storage or misapplication when disbursed. A receiving report showing all significant information needed to post the inventory records and pass the vendor's
invoice for payment, is likewise a necessary part of good procedure.
Nevertheless, despite these aids, the system will be ineffective at this point,
too, unless the people involved exercise care in counting, inspecting, recording
and storing the material. The integrity of the inventory figures is almost entirely
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dependent on the good judgment, integrity and accuracy of the employees performing this function.
The "Disbursing" Function

0

Many of the problems encountered in the establishment of inventory control
originate with the function of issuing stores. Human failures are, to a great
extent, responsible for troubles in this area. Such troubles include failing to
correctly record the quantity, type, size, etc., of material disbursed, failing to
record material disbursed, disbursing material without properly authorized requisitions or for personal use, etc. For this function, like the others, there are
principles to serve as a guide in directing the activities of employees responsible
for disbursing material.
Material should not be disbursed unless authorized by a correctly prepared
and approved requisition. It must be required that all requisitions show the
department to which the material is to be charged, the purpose for which it is
to be used and all other information necessary for the inventory and cost records.
Requisitions for unusual types or quantities of material, considering the stated
use, should be investigated before the material is released. It is in disbursing
materials that revealing data as to use becomes available. Hence reporting procedures for expendable or critical materials should be developed. These reports
should be prepared periodically and should show the usage of material, the
inventory turnover rate and all other significant data essential to a fair evaluation
of the results.
Inventory records show the detail of all disbursements, the balance in
inventory and the maximum and minimum quantities desired. Deviation
should be noted when posting the disbursements and ear - marked for appropriate action. Physical inventories should be taken at regular intervals and
the quantities compared with the inventory records. The veracity of the records
should be tested frequently in this manner in order to disclose shortages, damage or waste, or slow moving and obsolete stock. The final inventory balances
should be compared with projected or planned quantities. Deviations from plan,
shortages or other unfavorable conditions should be reported to the appropriate
levels of management.
The effectiveness with which the disbursing function is carried out is in
almost direct proportion to the efforts of the responsible employees to guide,
govern and direct the use of material disbursed from inventory. The forms
and procedures do not control. They are only tools. However, the employees
do exercise control through intelligent use of the tools, i.e., through the
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evaluation of the figure facts by analyses and development of statistics which
are by- products of the system and which disclose undesirable conditions and
point the way to corrective action.
The Production Planning Function
Inventory control cannot be truly effective until an adequate system of production planning has been established. This function serves to coordinate the
planning and decisions of the sales, operating, purchasing and accounting departments. It also serves to ensure the even flow of materials through the plant
and to create a more balanced utilization of productive facilities.
The process of planning and scheduling has a direct effect on inventory
levels, both on raw materials and on work -in- process and finished goods. It
provides a basis for ordering materials and establishing adequate levels of inventory covering manufacturing and sales activities. The determination of what
kinds of material are necessary, what quantities, what delivery dates and the
point of delivery, should be made by the production planning department. For
this reason, employees of this department must be kept completely informed
regarding inventory policies, available inventories and production and sales
schedules, together with the related material requirements.
To be completetly effective, from the viewpoint of controlling inventories,
the production planning department must be solely responsible for scheduling
the product through the plant, loading and scheduling the productive facilities
and establishing the allowed time for each operation. It is obvious that the
final effect of the production planning department's operation is reflected in the
raw material and the work -in- process inventories. If the projected rate of operations fails to materialize after the material has been acquired, the company's
inventory investment will increase. Similarly, whenever the orderly flow of
production is interrupted or bottlenecks develop at certain operations, additional
funds are invested in the work -in- process inventories.
Directness and Diplomacy Are the Master Techniques
The foregoing discussion of some of the important functional points and
methods at and by which inventories may be effectively managed and control
established discloses that the critical areas often lie outside the span of the
cost accountant's responsibility. Hence it is frequently not possible for him to
take direct action to correct unfavorable conditions. A consequence is discouragement and a feeling that there is little possibility to improve situations.
This being so, how can the cost accountant effectively discharge his responsiA U G U S T , 19 51
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bility to management for the soundness and integrity of the inventory figures?
First, he must accept and assimilate the fact that he is responsible for these
figures. The cost accounting function is the only one that can accumulate all
the inventory facts, compare them, value them and plot their trend in relation
to the planned objectives. Secondly, he must resolve to raise his sights to the
management level above the narrow limits of immediate duties. In the greater
perspective gained, the inventory situation will assume its proportionate relationship to the total operation of the company. Practical problem solutions
will then more readily suggest themselves. Some or all of the following injunctions may aid the individual industrial accountant in his efforts:
I. Find out what management wants to
know and make certain that the information is made available promptly.
2. Determine what additional facts should
be given to management. Start a program of education in use of these additional facts.
3. Discard "fuzzy" thinking and indefinite
approaches to the inventory problem.
Be sure that you are dealing with significant trends and important deviations
from plan or situations, which have an
adverse effect on the company's profit
or financial position.
4. Develop and propose methods for improving undesirable situations. After
careful preparation of your suggestion,
wait (long enough but not too long)
for the opportune moment to "sell" it.
S. Study the methods employed by other
companies and, when you find better
applications, apply the principles and
techniques to your own problems.
b. Be practical. Do not permit yourself the
easy luxury of doing it "the way the
book says ", if you can find a better
method.
7. Do not be a 100 per center in trying

to put your ideas across. Compromises
are necessary many times in order to
achieve an objective.
8. Promote and practice the principle that
people must be informed about what is
being done. Make certain that instructions, projected programs, special problems and all other information are directed promptly to all of the people
concerned.
9. Develop human insight. It can be a
most useful tool for achieving your objectives. Remember that "it is human
to err" and that, when other people are
"ornery" and "opinionated ", they are
not exceptional in these faults. Study
the personalities and working habits of
people responsible for each of the
functions which affect or influence the
control of inventories. Determine the
best way to approach these individuals
with suggestions for improving control
methods. Find ways to let them "get
in on the act" and then make certain
that they are given credit for the improvement. If you do this they will be
the most ardent supporters of the change
before and after installation.

This article, thus, has ended as it began —on the personal note. Only through
people can inventory control be the dynamic force which it must be, influencing
practically every area of the business enterprise. Control is made effective
and vital only when we recognize the fact that systems are just tools and that
people are the driving force which makes them effective. If this is intelligently understood, inventories can be managed for profit through the hard
days ahead.
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New Product Procedures in a Small Company
by SHELDON L. PAGE
Chief Accountant, Manufacturing Division, American Sterilizer Co., Erie, Pa.

After the need of customers for a new product has made itself evident through reports rendered by salesmen, the sequence of steps involving preliminary approval and design, process planning and cost
estimating, and test production are taken in considered order in the
company to which this article relates.

is written is engaged in the
Tmanufacture of hard goods to satisfy the requirements
of the average comHE COM PA N Y AB OU T W H I C H THI S MAN USCRI PT

munity hospital, Veterans Administration hospitals, Army and Navy procurement sections (for ship, base hospital and field use) ; and pharmaceutical houses.
The line includes surgical and medical sterilizers; operating, fracture and obstetrical tables; and operating and examining room luminaires and water stills.
Such items are also sold to doctors and dentists.
Uses of Salesmen's Call Report
Sales are promoted and service maintained after sales, by direct representatives working out of fourteen district offices placed in strategic cities throughout the United States. Of these sales and servicemen, there are some 87 representing the district offices, the number in each office being based on the number
of hospitals and the beds in each hospital within the territories. There is also
some dealer representation in scattered instances.
These sales representatives are required to compile a call report at the completion of each day's business (an individual call report for each hospital), on
which they detail the business transacted and the items of our manufacture
which the hospital may require in the future, as well as any other pertinent
information gleaned during the call. From these call reports, it may perhaps
be noted in the office that numerous inquiries are being made by potential customers as to whether or not it would be possible to procure a given item which
they feel would be beneficial in their everyday work or which they feel might
be a means of bettering their present methods. In other words, the idea of a
new product makes its initial impact in this way. (It may be added here that
call reports serve first of all as a means by which the home office can determine
the degree to which the sales representatives are bending their efforts to promote sales and also helps to determine the effectiveness of sales techniques.)
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New Products Committee
If the item for which a desire is expressed is not being presently manufactured and after requests for information have been made a sufficient number
of times to indicate the substantial interest of a cross section of prospective
customers, a survey is made of all such potential customers. If interest does
prove high, the suggestion is turned over by the sales department to a new products committee composed of one member each from the sales executive division,
the engineering, production, hospital survey, and research departments, and
from top management and the factory.
This group discusses the feasibility of the new item very thoroughly, taking
into consideration such matters as the number of units to be manufactured,
the necessary tooling, the amount of engineering time necessary to design, and
how the production could be injected into our present schedule. If the committee decides that the new product has merit and that indicated potential
sales are great enough to warrant manufacture in economical quantities, it is
given to the engineering department.
Process Planning Committee
When the engineering department has completed designing the item and
has made up detailed drawings and material list, a set is turned over to the
cost department. A member of this department acts as chairman of a meeting
attended also by a member of the wage - payment section, the methods department and by the factory superintendent. Foremen of interested factory departments are called in for consultation.
This group places fabricating operations in their proper sequence on the
drawings. During this process the wage payment section representative is responsible for detailing the operations, based on the tooling which will be
advised or available, as set forth by the methods man. The factory superintendent acts in a more or less advisory capacity, lending his past experience to the
group to effect an economical and efficient manner of fabricating. After all
operations are located on the drawings, the methods man is replaced at the
meetings by the foreman of each of the affected fabricating departments in turn.
The planning committee then proceeds to establish estimated piece -work
prices on the operations, taken into consideration tooling to be available. (Obviously the amount of money to be spent on new tooling is dictated by the
potential sales.) The group also takes into consideration the machinery on
which fabrication will take place, the degree of accuracy necessary in processing,
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and the number of units to be manufactured. A typewritten list is made up of
the operations and estimated prices, copies going to the cost department, wage payment section, factory superintendent, and the production control center.
Cost Estimate
The cost department utilizes its copy of the planning committee's priced
list of operations to compute an estimated cost of the new product by incorporating estimated material cost of the components along with the estimated
labor, basing the figures on the proposed standard ordering quantity. The cost
department, in the process of computing estimated cost of the unit, uses the
detailed drawings furnished by the engineering department. Estimate for the
material for the components fabricated of rod, bar or sheet stock are based on
weight tables furnished by the various suppliers of raw material. If there are
any castings involved in the components, the foundry superintendent furnishes
an estimated weight.
The production control section uses its copy of the committee's list as a
source of information to type up the necessary factory orders for fabrication.
An individual piece -work voucher for each component of the completed product is set up, on which is detailed the dimensions and nature of the raw material
per unit, a description of the operation to be performed, the estimated piecework price and the setup.
Triai Production Run
The drawings which accompany the first order into the factory bear a note
reading, "For first order only. Return to engineering department after completion of this order with any suggestions for changes in operations or material."
After the initial run has been completed and the drawings have been returned
to the engineering department as requested, they are scanned by the designing
engineer who considers very carefully any and all suggestions which have been
made and, if the proposals merit further action, takes the necessary steps to
insure that these changes will be effected on future orders, The means for
this is an engineering change sheet, copies of which go to the production control center, the cost department and to all factory departments which will be
affected by the change. Thus the production control center has notice to change
masters from which fabricating orders are issued to the factory. Other departments receiving copies of the engineering change are afforded an opportunity
to change tooling prior to receipt of fabricating orders for the next run.
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Piece -Rate Revisions
At the time the initial order goes into production, wage payment representatives are called to make time studies of all operations to verify the accuracy
of pre- estimated prices. While they are making these time studies, they make
sure of the use of proper speed, feeds, and methods and ascertain that the fabrication is taking place on the machine most suited for the purpose. They also
confer with the foreman of the department, making suggestions for ways to
better the product and lessen the cost. They may also at that time offer suggestions to be noted on the detailed drawings which go back to the engineering department as has been described.
The time studies are compared with the planning committee's priced listing
and, if wide discrepancies appear, they are brought to the attention of the
superintendent. As a result the operational price may be changed. Any operational price changes which take place are usually increases. However, it has been
our experience that machine operators enjoy pitting their skill against a low
estimate, taking pride in ability to make out on the established price. In many
instances in which an operational price proves too low, we are able to devise
a method of fabrication less costly than the original estimate.
Final Cost; Performance Test

will

When it is found necessary to increase a piece -work estimate, the cost department is notified and all such changes are collected to be incorporated into the
estimate. At the completion of the initial run, the cost department gathers all
piece -work tickets for the job and makes a detailed analysis of the result of the
estimated labor on that run. The correct weights for all castings
by this
time have been reported by the foundry, all engineering change sheets will have
been received in the cost department, the production control section will have
changed all operational sequence or piece -work prices on their masters, and the
sum of all of these changes will provide the cost department with complete and
correct information from which to recompute a standard cost in the new item.
With the start of the second run of production on this item, we will then have
a complete and accurate set of standards for both material and labor for the
factory to operate on. From that point, it will be the exception rather than the
rule to make further changes.
At the completion of the initial run the company's experimental section accumulates a complete set of components of the new product and makes up an
assembly for experimental and testing purposes. From this test, the experimental section is able to furnish the sales section with complete, accurate and
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detailed information as to whether or not the new item is going to satisfy the
needs of potential customers. If, in the opinion of the sales section, performance is not going to meet the requirements of the customers, a change in design
may be effected to correct the situation. However, it has been our experience,
through use of the methods described in this paper, that it is rarely necessary
to make drastic changes in the design.
It Was The Answer For Us
Prior to the installation of the methods dscribed above, several procedures for
estimating costs of new products were experimented with, but all were found
lacking in some significant detail and failed to provide a sufficiently accurate
cost of the new items.
Through the present method we have been able to utilize fully in the estimating procedure, the services of the designing engineer, the wage payment
section, those members of the staff who will supervise the necessary fabrication
work, the production control section and the cost section. We realize that it is
only through the combined, concerted and planned efforts of these groups that
the cost section is enabled to furnish the sales executive division with an accurate estimated cost of the new product. While this approach may not be applicable in other instances, it has proven the most satisfactory method for our own
use.
At first we found that some sections were prone to circumvent other sections.
However, the process of education and the results accomplished proved to all
that complete cooperation really pays dividends in providing a reliable estimated
cost of a new product in the shortest possible time and by the least efforts. Since
proof by doing is convincing, we have been able to perfect the method to a high
degree and it is now functioning to our entire liking.
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Character and Ability Make a Good Cost Man
by ALAN A. SLADE
Public Accountant, South Norwalk, Conn.

The cost accountant has virtxally unlimited opportunity to present
company experience and offer projections in a manner serviceable to
management. It is pointed out in this article that, in his processing
of operating facts and his transmission of operating reports, his success will depend largely on the intelligence with which he obtains and
imparts information.

which are always to
T be found in a capable man, regardless of the particular field
of his endeavor.
HE RE ARE CERT AIN QUALIT IES O F HE ART AN D MIND

Such a man not only believes in his work and enjoys performing it but also
views broadmindedly its practical usefulness, its possibilities and limitations,
and its relative importance in the general scheme of things. He will have studied
his subject extensively, mastered its techniques, organized it efficiently and administered it sensibly. A good cost man, then, is one who will bring to bear
on the pursuit and utilization of cost information all those fundamental attributes of a qualified man in any activity. The purpose of this article is to examine ways in which he may achieve this.
An Unfilled Need in Small Businesses
Costing is essentially a service function to be rendered to production for cost
control; to finance for valuations, statements and funding of operations; to sales
for pricing of product; and to top management for information on the efficiency
of the lower echelons. The individual who is to render or direct the rendering
of these services must, therefore, be sufficiently versatile to comprehend and
minister to the diverse needs of the several sections of the business in a practical manner. His contribution is important to all. His position is at the crossroads of the flow of information. As of special pertinence now, when companies of no great size are being called upon to assume major production responsibility, the cost accounting function is here considered in relation to small and
medium plants, rather than large organizations. There are several other reasons
for this. Small companies comprise the field of by far the greatest number of
units, the one in which the principle of division of labor has had least application among administrative and supervisory personnel (thus permitting and, in
fact, requiring greater diversity of interest and aptitude in each incumbent),
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and the one in which greater dependence must often be placed on the cost
man rather than on the cost system.
For simplicity it will be assumed that the cost man has the title of cost accountant, although he may well be, in a small plant, the general accountant,
controller or assistant treasurer. It will be taken for granted that he has a good
general knowledge of industrial accounting and costing techniques. Emphasis
will be laid on the other qualifications, some of which are perhaps more important and less frequently encountered than pure accounting knowledge.
The Cost Man in the Shop— Caution and Curiosity
A cost man must sense the situation of the production people in respect to
cost information and learn how to work with them in confidence and comfort.
They are the chief spenders of the firm's income. His facts and figures show
whether they have done well or poorly. His reports on them also go to third
persons of higher authority than either and effect their future status in the
firm.
More than any one else, production management needs to be kept informed
in detail of the cost effects of its performance and must be encouraged to want,
not to fear, this information. It should come directly from the cost unit, not
roundabout by way of the "front office."
Cost reports must make sense to the production people, must be in terms
they understand and of current usefulness rather than general historical interest. The cost man must talk the language of the shop like a shop man, realizing
that shop men are not too familiar with accounting terminology. He must
know current shop experience in sufficient detail to be able to satisfy production
management that what he offers are facts which may not be discounted when
they imply lapses in productive efficiency. In order to encourage confidence at
all times he must never fail, when the trends are unfavorable, to acknowledge
contributory influences over which the production department has no control.
The practical cost man will possess a curiosity and interest which will carry
him far and wide through the plant, with eye and ear sensitive to influences
affecting costs. He will be immediately impressed by an abnormal cost situation and he will perceive the implication of the facts as soon as he observes
them. Two examples will serve here.
While going over some cost cards on tooling, a cost accountant came upon
one for a small fixture which showed `material cost of $250 and labor cost of
$275. It was not current practice to buy partly processed tools. Made outside
the item cost should be all material. If made in the tool room the cost should
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be mostly labor. Further inquiry revealed that the tool room was reworking
the tools to cover up the bad performance of the supplier, through friendship
of the parties to the original purchase.
Again, the cost man noted that actual time on a simple milling operation
was running well over standard. The department foreman had no explanation
but one day, as the cost man passed the miller, he noted the following combination of circumstances:
I. The cutter was turning.
2. The power feed was operating.

3. The machinist was at his machine.
4. The cutter was cuffing air two inches
away from the work.

This costly conversion of a productive operation into nonproductive outlay
for power and labor registered with the cost man and accounted for the abnormality in the cost of the operation. It had been deliberately hidden from the
foreman.
The foregoing illustrations relate to details, but the same kind of practical
shop sense can just as well be brought to bear on such matters as excessive usage
of material or computations involved in the preparation of a manufacturing expense budget or analysis and explanation of excessive variance between actual
and standard burden rates. In fact, it can be brought to bear on any effort to
employ cost data in improvement of operating efficiency.
There are, then, at least three directions in which good mechanical shop
knowledge will increase the value of the cost man to the production staff. For
one, the knowledge will equip him better to understand the various situations
in the shop which produce cost abnormalities. For another, it will better enable
him to evaluate cost findings and know whether or not they make sense before
submitting them to higher authority. Finally such knowledge will improve his
ability to present his facts and convey their significance to the production people without fear of contradiction. A cost accountant who merely types up the
end - product of his accounting procedures without subjecting the results to
critical analysis can be made to look quite silly through so simple an inadvertence as a misplaced decimal point.
Courage and Diplomacy in Budgeting Burden
In addition to being informed on shop matters, the cost accountant must have
insight into personal relationships. For example, in the preparation of a manufacturing expense budget, the cost man needs to be especially sensitive to the
situation of the plant management with respect to it. This budget is in fact a
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set task, a base of reference from which to measure the efficiency of the production chief. The budget -maker is usually younger in years and experience
than the chief and uses accounting techniques with which the latter (and often
top management as well) is not familiar. Under such conditions, it is absolutely necessary that all parties concerned contribute to the preparation of the
budget and agree to its reasonableness as finally drawn.
Budgeting manufacturing expense for the purpose of setting normal burden
rates takes a lot of courage when one knows what can sometimes happen. This
is especially true when the rates are intended for use over a long period. Accounting means and practices may exist for distributing variance to unit product costs and cost of sales but large variances are, none the less, departures from
budgeted normal and are serious commentaries on the quality of production
management. Also they raise disturbing questions as to the book inventory
figure, the accuracy of unit product costs, and of cost of sales. No matter how
skillfully done, distribution of a body of cost, such as variance, cannot result
in as accurate costing as if all or a greater portion of total cost were earmarked
and accounted for as direct charges.
Moreover, budgeting cannot escape seeming to some to be variety of prophesy,
and future events take queer turns. No cost man can be good enough to anticipate them all. Illustrative of this is a case in which a careful cost study was
made and variable and fixed charges segregated and separately treated. An entire
schedule of departmental rates was established on assumptions of activity and
calculations of usage which were related to normal capacity rather than to previous experience. Upon completion of this study a weighted plant -wide normal
burden rate was computed.
This rate survived a test against the previous year's experience which was
taken off and graphed. The locus of the actual plant overall rate for that year
was a downward slanting curve throughout the year which "coasted" nicely into
a level about ten per cent above the budgeted figure. This left an ideal margin as target for future accomplishment. So far budget work seemed to have
been shown sound. Nevertheless, after eight months of use of the budgeted
rates, the actual plant -wide average burden percentage had increased forty per
cent over the related normal average, although plant output was up by half.
It is customary to expect that, when volume goes up, costs will go down.
However, this does not always follow and a study of the actual production
steps to be taken, and the timetable on them, is necessary to the budget. Omission of such a study was the trouble in the cited instance. Important changes in
sales and production programs may have important cost consequences which top
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management, lacking a background in accounting, does not anticipate. Here, both
the general manager and the plant manager were lacking in financial experience
and the accounting people were treated as the stepchildren of the organization.
Under such circumstances, it is not appreciated that the cost and budgeting
function are essential to safety of operation. If the others in a company fail to
see this, it is up to the accounting people to sell themselves and their special
contribution and to see to it that they in turn are serviced with all the information they need from the production department and the front office.
Minutes Are Money in the Cost Department. Too

will

Within his own little empire the cost man is well- advised to walk with careful step and due humility. In the exciting pursuit of vital statistics, it is easy
to over - expand detail and come up with much information which will properly
be regarded as interesting but not important. Much clerical time can be and
often is spent in compiling and turning out in multiple copies nice - looking reports which are not read. Executives sometimes request monthly advice on a
subject, needed for a short time, and fail to indicate the end of the need. The
information continues to be ground out and the clerical time spent. It pays
to check up on such things. The good cost man will prize the minutes available to his staff and will see that they are not wasted.
When numerous employees of a cost or other accounting section are seen
working more or less continuously over columnar pads, making special compilations, the efficiency of the department is suspect. In a well- devised scheme of
accounts and routines, all detail work will be pointed as far as possible toward
the end result required so that the reporting at the end of the month
amount practically, to no more than copying off facts in their month -end form.
Donald F. Lincoln, in his paper entitled "Ten Qualifications of a Plant Controller" in the April, 1951 issue of the N. A. C. A. Bulletin, expressed this idea
perfectly. He stated in this article, "A well designed scheme of accounting
reduces much of the work to routine, in as much as the appointed destination
of every figure has been thought out ahead of time."
Respecting the Functions of Other Departments
As vital as cost work is, the good cost man will not make the mistake of overestimating its importance. For instance, in his relationship to the time study
and standards department he will recognize that its staff is the authority on
rates, not he, although he may be in a position to point out inconsistencies on
occasion and forestall serious developments in labor relations. He can be the
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watch dog over the function without usurping any of the related authority.
There is another worthwhile example of interdepartmental relationships. Numerous changes in product design and processing are certain to result in frequent
rate changes and complication of the cost work, especially under standard costs.
The closest cooperation between cost standards and production management becomes necessary. In these circumstances, a good cost man will, rather than attempt to "command the sun to stand still," keep in close touch with the other
officials, have them understand exactly what the changes do to his setup, assign
various designations for the various causes of such changes, police the use of the
coding by the timekeepers and others, continue to implement standard cost
procedures, and serenely accept the consequences.

A Critical Task
In this somewhat brief and nontechnical discussion of the effective conduct
of the cost accounting function, it has been set forth as of first significance, particularly in smaller plants, that personality counts as much as ability, and often
more. Placed as he is between the factory floor and the front office, the cost
man is in a strategic position to do much good —or harm. The results of his
work can be felt in every direction. There is opportunity for high grade statesmanship in the exercise of his function. This is not always realized either by
the individudal, himself, or by the firm's top management, but it should be and
perhaps it will be if, as was said at the start, he views the practical usefulness
of the function, its possibilities and limitations, and its relative importance,
broadmindedly in the general scheme of things.
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Alternatives in Allocating Administrative Costs
by P. R. KELSEY
Cost Supervisor, Glass Container Division, Owens - Illinois Glass Co.,
Toledo, Ohio

of adTministrative expense to the various
HE

PROPE R

DISTRIBUTION

If they are different, he must be prepared with an extremely comprehensible explanation of the reason, and
this is not so easy as might be supposed.

units of production presents an interesting problem. It has its greatest importance in relation to applying overhead to unit costs to develop a cost for
estimating or pricing purposes. The An Im p ort an t an d Perp l exi ng Pro bl em
goal here is to carry an equitable
In a business in which administraamount of administrative expense to tive expenses are large in relation to
each unit or type of unit in such a way other costs, the solution of the probthat a change in the mix of products lem is quite important. It is necessary
sold will not result in failure to ab- not only that the method chosen give
sorb this expense with reasonable ex- an equitable distribution but also that
actness. Secondary uses of administra- it be simple of application so that it
tive expense allocation to unit costs are can be incorporated or at least kept in
numerous and it is highly desirable close relationship to actual results. Any
that the spread employed for the pri- method used for cost estimating purmary purpose of price estimating poses which is at wide variance with
should be availed of for other pur- the implications of historical stateposes also. "Different costs for differ- ments as prepared from month to
ent purposes" can be logically de- month is certain to be a cause of confended but an accountant soon finds stant confusion and error.
that his figures are not readily trusted
Fortunate, indeed, is the company
by others if, for example, the unit cost manufacturing one product on a single
he uses in costing sales is far different type of machine or through a single
than the unit cost for the same product process, because each productive unit
cited when he is discussing the re- may then properly be regarded as carplacement of inefficient equipment. rying the same amount of administra1496
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tive expense. Less fortunate and more
common is the company manufacturing a series of different sized products
on a single type of machine or through
a single process, for the problem of
administrative expense allocation to
products assumes the difficulty commonly associated with it. However, it
becomes really complicated in the
many companies manufacturing a variety of different size products on a
variety of types of operating machines
or through a number of different processes. This troublesome situation is
the one in which we are interested.
Most accountants agree that it is not
possible to allocate administrative expense to unit costs in the manner in
which direct labor, direct material or
even departmental overhead may be
related to products. However, most do
favor the adoption of some theoretical
basis of application of administration
expense to the units of production of
a company, in keeping with the type
of manufacturing operation.
Three Methods of Allocation

There seem to be three methods
which are the most common. One
method used is distribution on a percentage of direct labor. The rationale
of this approach is that the greater
the labor involved in the manufacturing process the greater the amount of
administrative cost applicable. This
method probably is adequate for a
company in which most of the operations are hand operations or which

manufactures a series of products on
one type of operating machine, providing the labor crew remains fairly
constant for all products. On the other
hand, the method fails quite badly
when a company has a number of types
of equipment performing the same
function and some of the machines
have more automatic features than
others.
Another method, and one which
tends to overcome the objections of
the first, is the percentage of conversion cost method. Use of this method
is based on the premise that administrative expense is applicable on a percentage basis to all manufacturing
costs, exclusive of direct materials. This
method, too, certainly deserves consideration in a company manufacturing a
series of products on a single type of
operating machine, providing the conversion cost remains constant for a
time cycle. Nevertheless, there is a seserious defect here also. Considerable
difference often exists among the conversion costs of machines performing
similar operations. These differences
result from equipment purchase prices,
condition of equipment, amount of labor needed on the operation, etc. In
other words, this method tends to iron
out inequalities by considering more
cost factors than the direct labor distribution base but does not achieve its
objective under all circumstances.
Some companies have turned to the
machine hour basis and develop a rate
per machine hour for the distribution
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of administrative expense to unit costs.
This method is often the most suitable
for the company manufacturing a series of products on a single type of
operating machine because each unit
receives a share of administrative expense based on the productivity of the
operating unit. The high speed units
carry a smaller share of the expense in
relation to the slower running units,
which is the trend normally followed
by selling price differentials. However,
this method also has an obvious disadvantage when similar items are run
across different types of machines
which have different speeds.
A Defect In Existing Methods

All of the above methods are used,
and justly so under certain conditions,
but the company manufacturing different -sized products on diffrent types of
equipment still has a problem. Under
any of the methods outlined above
some inequalities result in the distribution of administrative expense and
these inequalities call into question
whichever one of the methods is used.
To repeat, certain types of machines
are more economical than others and
produce lower unit costs on the same
or similar units of production. Under
the methods which have been described there will be a difference in
the unit cost of the same product by
reason of the amount of administrative
expense absorbed. For instance, under
the direct labor method the cost of ad1498

ministrative expense to each unit varies with the amount of direct labor
and the operating unit or machine having the lower direct labor will carry
less administrative expense, and, as a
result, produce an even lower unit cost
per identical unit of production. The
comparable situations exists in the use
of the other systems, as has been indicated.
It can be argued that this is equitable and that the higher the manufacturing cost the more administrative expense an item should absorb, even if it
results in differences in unit costs on
the same unit or product. However,
practical difficulties arise. It would be
rather difficult to convince the sales
department that an order of large
enough volume to make it necessary to
manufacture part of it on less economical equipment was unprofitable
because it could not absorb the larger
administrative charges per unit. Similarly, an accountant would soon be in
trouble should he try to convince management that certain operating units
should be replaced on the contention
that savings would compensate for the
purchase of a new machine, within a
reasonable period of time, if the savings as computed included (in a significant amount) the difference in absorption of administrative charges.
Shall the Allocation Be Dropped?

Some companies have recognized
these short - comings of administrative
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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expense allocation methods and, so far
as replacement decisions are concerned,
base computations on figures from
which administrative costs have been
eliminated. The controversy is thus
solved for the moment, but the accountant is left with a new and partial
unit cost floating around, which usually rises up to plague him at the most
inopportune time. A similar remedy
can be applied to unit costs used for
determination of profits on orders.
They can be adjusted in regard to
share of administrative costs to suit
the occasion. Again a new unit cost
figure comes into being, one which
does not tie into the accounting system.
Some companies average costs on
similar items made on different operating machines, but this method gives
no assurance of the proper allocation
of administrative expense and is
merely a stop -gap for want of something better. Many companies do not
establish industry prices and are satisfied as long as there is sufficient margin between selling price and the cost
indicated by their system.
Modified Machine Hour Basis

In a company in which administrative costs are relatively large, it would
seem that there must be a method of
distributing administrative expense
which would overcome the failures of
the alternatives outlined above. On
analysis, the machine hour method
seems to possess some advantages in
A U G U S T , 1951

that it overcomes the objection to the
direct labor and the conversion cost
methods, i.e., resulting unit cost reflects apportionment of administrative
expense on the basis of physical productivity and does not fluctuate because of changes in crew sizes or variations of other cost factors as when the
base is itself a cost. On the positive
side of this point, the machine hour
method is also good because the
amount of expense allocated varies in
relation to the productivity of the machine. There is low unit absorption
of administrative cost on high speed
items and higher absorption on low
speed items.
However, when more than one type
of machine is used, identical units of
product may be burdened with varying
administrative expense. Using the
same machine hour cost for all types
of machines would cause the units produced on a slow machine (even if the
same product) to absorb, say, twice
the administrative expense of the
equivalent units from a machine the
productivity of which was twice as
high. The objection can be overcome
by developing overhead absorption
rates by machine type to equalize absorption for comparable products. This
gives a fairly satisfactory solution to
the problem of applying administrative
expense to unit costs. In this way, units
of each product, regardless of how
produced, would absorb the same
amount of administrative expense and
1499
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the expense would be equitable among
different types of products, this is, the
slower running and normally higher
cost products will carry more administrative expense than the high speed
and less costly units.
Relative Machine Hour Rafe

As for specific procedure to accomplish this, rather than to develop a
unit cost of administrative expense for
each machine type, a better device is
to relate the machine speeds to a common base and develop a relative machine hour as a basis of distributing
administrative expense in every case.
As an illustration, the production rate
of the slowest operating machine could
be established as one, the ratio of a
machine producing at twice the speed
as two, and other machines accordingly. The operating hours of each
machine could then be extended by its
ratio and the total of relative machine
hours used as a basis for administrative expense distribution to the production from all equipment. In other
words, a rate per relative machine hour
would be developed which can be used
to cost production from any type of
machine.
What expense figures and operating hours to use in the calculation is
another question. The ideal method
through which to develop the relative
machine hour rate is to extend the an5 000
15
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nual potential machine hours of each
machine ready for operation by its established productivity ratio and thus
determine the total relative machine
hour potential for the year. Hours so
arrived at should then be modified to
normal hours, based on the anticipated
production volume of the company.
The anticipated annual volume administrative expenses divided by these normal relative hours will give the rate to
be used. This normal rate is better,
practically speaking, than a rate based
on prior actual costs and production
because of the fluctuations in activity
from period to period.
A Further Advantage

An additional benefit which comes
from the use of relative machine hours
is that they are also a satisfactory measurement of productive activity. Actual
relative machine hours can be compared to the potential relative machine
hours for an activity index which reflects productivity over successive time
periods. Regular machine hours are
not so useful for this purpose because
comparison of potential to actual may
mislead in that the actual hours may
have included a higher than expected
proportion on more productive machines or vice versa. Indicated per
cent activity thus would be made to
appear much higher or lower than a
true measure of performance would
show.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Pro - Rating Electricity Costs on Light and Motor Hours
by FREDERICK C. LAIRD
C.P.A., Chicago, M.

manuIfacturing operations of a the
palnt, two
N

DE PART M E NT ALIZI N G

in vogue today is to summarize the kilowatt hours consumption of the lamps
in each department, multiply this by
the estimated hours during which light
is used and thus arrive at a kilowatt
hour consumption for the department
for the period. However, this procedure does not give effect to the theory
that no department should be penalized nor receive advantage for the accident of good location. Because Department No. 1, which does fine assembly work, requires daylight and is
given preference over Department No.
2, in window space, thus forcing the
latter department to operate on artificial light, is no reason why Department No. 2 should be made to bear
extra lighting cost unless charges to it
are compensated in some other way,
as by reduced rental or floor space
charges.
Unless the inequality is taken up in
some such manner the excess lighting
cost should be made a general charge
borne by all departments, and each department should be charged only with
a percentage of the total lighting cost.
These percentages should be based

of the most difficult items to segregate
by departments are the costs of electric light and power. In relatively few
instances has the cost accountant been
able to prevail upon the management to install meters to determine the
power used by each department. In
cases where this has been done the
problem is simple, for it resolves itself
into a reading of the meters and an
apportionment of the power cost on
the basis of kilowatt hour consumption.
In the much more usual case in
which no meters are available, the accountant finds himself faced with a
problem by no means simple. If power
is purchased, he usually has the advantage of separate power and light
bills, due to the difference in rates, but
where a power plant is maintained, he
finds that he must split the charged
cost into these two elements. In order
to do this he must, by some means and
as closely as possible, separate the kilowatt hours consumption of each class
in each department and apportion the
cost on the basis of consumption so upon a computation which relates the
arrived at.
number of lamps in each department
extended into kilowatts hours and
Common Location Basis for Light
The calculation of light consumption multiplied by the hours of operations
presents in each case a distinct prob- during which artificial light would be
lem of its own. A common practice necessary if all departments occupied
A U G U S T , 1951
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Application of Light and Power Distribution Bases

Apportionment of Light

Department
Number

Total R. W. H.
consumption

% to
total

1
2

25.00

3.4
10.6

78.75

Electric light
apportionment

=

6.89
21.47

3

12 5 . 0 0

17.00

34. 43

4
5

405.00
105.00

54.8
14.2

110.97
28.74

To t a l

738.75

100.00%

;

202 .50

Apportionment of Power

Department
no.

^

�

-

Size of
motor

Motor estimate
run time
for month

' .f j 7 .

.
15 H.P.
1 0 H.P.

Total
horse power
h o u r _

hrs.

Department total
horse power
hours

Electric
power
apportionment

3000
200

200 hrs.
20 hrs.

-37W

3700

530.47

200 hrs.

1000

1000

143.38

900

450
137

1350

193.55
71.68

2

5 N.P.

3

4 H.P.

225 hrs.

3 H.P.

150

4

2 H.P.

250 hrs.

500

500

5

10 H.P.

250 hrs.

2500

2500

358.42

T ot al

9050

1,297.50

EXH IBIT I

like space, to the total for all departments on the same basis. The example

shown below will serve to illustrate
this, using assumed figures:
HOURS
KILOW ATT % OF LIGHT
BILL TO
ARTIF ICIAL
HOURS
EACH
LIGH T
CONS UMPTION

DEPT.

TOTAL
WATTS OF
LAMPS

HOURS
OPERATED

HOURS
DAYLIGH T

2
3
4
5

1,000
1,050
2,500
4,050
1,400

200
250
225
275
250

175
175
175
175
175

25
75
50
100
75

25.00
78.75
125.00
405.00
105.00

3.4%
10.6
17.0
54.8
14.2

10,000

1200

875

325

738.75

100.0%

Total plant

above calculations, although

tion of the lighting cost, do not directly permit the allocation of lighting

they give an accurate basis to distribu-

because the charge from the power

Is olating Power Cos t

The
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plant does not distinguish between
current used for lighting and current
used for power. To use the developed
percentages in charging lighting cost
and to get at power costs, we must obtain lighting current actually used. To
the 738.75 kilowatt hours consumption
shown in the table, we must add the
amount of current consumed during
the hours shown as daylight. In other
words, there must be calculated the
total current consumed for lighting
purposes.
This can be done by adding two
more columns to the table, the first
showing the approximate number (for
at best it can only be an approximation) of hours during which artificial
light was used in each department and
the second showing the extension of
the consumption (total of lamp kilowatts multiplied by actual departmental hours of artificial light) . This
then gives us the total consumption of
electric current throughout the plant
as nearly as we can estimate it, reduced
to kilowatt hours. It may be assumed
that this has been done and that the
following is the result:
KILOWATT
HOURS
Total charge 7798.59
Less light
1053.—

CHARGE
$1,500
202.50

%
100%
13.5

Net power 6745.59

$1,297.50

86.5 0

/.

The figure of $202.50 lighting cost
may then be spread (on the percentages already presented) as shown in
Exhibit I. We now also have total
power consumption.

Power Consumption Calculation

The next problem is to estimate
power consumption on a departmental
basis, which may be done in terms of
horsepower hours and to spread the
$1,297.50 total power charge in this
way. The first step in the solution of
this problem is to list, by departments,
all electric motors and other electric
power consuming equipment, showing
the horsepower and operating time of
each. Listing of the horsepower is a
simple proposition, but getting the
operating time of each piece of electrical equipment is not so easy. If each
machine has its own motor, it is possible to ascertain its operating time
from the operator's time card but,
where all machines are run from one
motor and hooked up to a number of
line shafts, the problem becomes quite
difficult. The drill press department
may be running when the lathe department is idle. The load pulled for one
department will vary from the load
pulled for another. One department
may work eight hours while another
works ten.
A great many additional questions
will also arise, which can be settled
only through the cooperation of the
plant superintendent. He is the man
responsible for the results of operation and, if the cost accountant works
with him and secures his cooperation
in making the various estimates, the
superintendent must accept the results
produced through the use of those estimates. Moreover, it is always well
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as between light and power, it is possible to complete the departmental
schedules as per Exhibit 1 , and our job
is done. To summarize the recommended procedure, distribution basis
for power and light are arrived at in
the form of equitable departmental
consumption comparisons. They are applied to applicable portions of the electric plant charge after its analysis by
means of deducting a close estimate of
Completion of the Job
Having apportioned electricity cost light consumption from the total.

for the accountant to recheck his results with the superintendent after extending the estimates into horsepower
hours of operation for each piece of
equipment and summarizing them by
departments. The superintendent can
usually tell better after the consumption is figured, whether the drill press
or any other department is being overcharged or undercharged.

Costs Per Mile for Truck Delivery Expense
by GEORGE T. EWELL
Secretary- Treasurer, Planters Manufacturing Co., Portsmouth, Va.

to determine the amount of this additional cost for the purpose of quoting
sis and it is, therefore, a simple neces- a delivered price. However, it is ansity to determine the amount of deliv- other story for companies which operery costs as accurately as any other ele- ate their own delivery equipment and,
ment of cost. The great interest in in this activity, are classified as private
cost accounting, apparent in recent carriers.
Such companies are in vital need of
years, seems generally to have stopped
when the goods have been placed in a system of cost accounting for delivthe warehouse. However, it is plain ery costs, both for quoting delivered
that the cost does not end at this point selling prices and for analyzing exbecause the products manufactured pense to determine excessive costs, i.e.,
must reach the point of usage. Fur- cost control. When f. o. b. factory
thermore, the cost entailed in trans- sales are made and delivery is effected
porting them to the markets has been through use of equipment, delivery
cost must also be .known for invoicing
a rapidly increasing one.
N

OUR

ECONOMIC

SETUP

Iproducts are sold on a deliveredmany
ba-

Uses of Truck Costs

In instances in which deliveries are
made by railroad freight, steamship
lines, trucking companies or other
public carriers, it is comparatively easy
1504

purposes.
An example of what we need to
know and what the figures often do
not supply may make the present approach clearer. If it be assumed that a
truck makes a delivery, travelling 280
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

MANUFACTURING OOM PM, I n c .

TRUCK AND AUTO OPERATING COST FOR THE MONTH OF
TRUCK OR AUTO

19

STATE LICENSE No.

M i l e a g e Be gi n n in g

M i l e a g e En din g

M i l e a g e Tr a v e l e d

Mo t o r
DATE

GALS
GAS

QTS
OIL

PARTS
COST

GARAGE GAS ON
TIME
RW

1

MI LE -:
AGE RECAPITULATION
No. Ga l a.Gau
No. Q t s . 011@
T o t a l P a r t s Co s t
Ga r a g e Ho u rs 0
Mis c ella ne o u s

6

III

Dep rec iat io n
Llcenae

8
10
11
12

Re m a rk s :

EXHIBIT 1

miles round -trip, and that the operating cost of the truck has been found
to be twenty cents per mile, the cost
of the round trip is $56. If the product is sold by weight and this figure
is 10,000 pounds, the cost would be
56¢ per hundredweight. If the product is sold by units, and four thousand
units were hauled, the cost would be
$14.00 per thousand units. It must further be taken into consideration in any
particular procedure that many miles
are recorded on the speedometer, not
applicable to deliveries. An allowance
must be included in mileage cost for
average nonproductive miles for quotation or pricing purposes.
A U G U S T , 1951

Cost Classifications

Delivery costs should not be lost in
factory accounts of similar nomenclature. A separate division should be
made in the general ledger for costs
pertaining to truck operations. This
segregation is most important if
proper analysis is to be made of these
costs. The principal elements of costs
in operating trucks may be accorded
the following practical classification:
Gasoline
Motor oil
Repair parts
Tires
Operators' wages

Garage labor
Depreciation
Licenses
Insurance
Miscellaneous other costs

Some of these costs are of a fixed
nature. Examples are depreciation, Ii1505
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STANDARD OPERATION

TRUCK NO.

MAKE

MOTOR CO

Bu dg et ed Mi l e a g e Per Ye a r 4 5 , 0 0 0

Bu dg et
Allowance
Ga so li n e

Actua l

FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER
Per
Ac tu al
Per
Va ri a n ce
Mi l e
Co st
Mi l e
Pe r M i l e
D r.
Cr. ,

fo r Month 2 ,7 8 6

Actual t o date

4 5 ,4 2 0

12 MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 3 1 , 1949
Bu d g e t
Per
Actu a l
Per
Va ria n ce
AllowMi l e
Co st
Mi l e
Per Mi l e
ance
D r.
C

.0 3 0 0 $ 1 1 1 .4 4

.0 4 0 0

.0 1 0 0

$ 1 3 5 0 .0 0

.0 3 0 0

$ 1 5 5 2 .5 2

.0 3 4 2

.0 0 4 2

1.88

.0 0 0 5

1.75

.0 0 0 6

.0 0 0 1

22.50

.0 0 0 5

33.14

.0 0 0 7

.0 0 0 2

Re p ai r Pa r t s

18.75

.0 0 5 0

50.00

.0 1 7 9

.0 1 2 9

2 2 5 .0 0

.0 0 5 0

1 8 9 .8 5

.0 0 4 2

.0 0 0 8

Garage Labor

56 .2 5

.0 1 5 0

60.00

.0 2 1 5

.0 0 6 5

6 7 5 .0 0

.0 1 5 0

5 8 6 .8 5

.0 1 2 9

.0 0 2 1

Depreciation

9 9 .7 8

.02 66

99.78

.0 3 5 8

.0 0 9 2

1 1 9 7 .3 6

.02 66

1 1 9 7 .3 6

.0 2 6 3

.0 0 0 3

Li c e n s e s

21.25

.0 05 7

21.26

.0 0 7 6

.0 0 1 9

2 5 5 .0 0

.0 0 5 7

2 5 5 .0 0

.0 05 6

.0 0 0 1

Insuran ce

1 7 .1 0

.0 0 4 6

17.10

.0 0 6 1

.0 0 1 5

2 0 5 .2 6

.0 04 6

2 0 5 .2 6

.0 0 4 5

.0 0 0 1

2 5 0 .0 0

.0 66 7

2 0 0 .0 0

.0 7 1 8

.0 0 5 1

3 0 0 0 .0 0

.0 6 6 7

3 1 4 7 .6 1

.0 6 9 3

.0 0 2 6

1 6 .6 7

.0 0 4 5

2 0 0 .0 0

.0 0 4 5

344.58

.0 0 7 6

.0 0 3 1

8 .3 3

.0 02 2

Motor O i l

m

m
K
2

$ 1 1 2 .5 0

Pe r Mo n t h 3 , 7 5 0

1

z

N

O p e ra t o rs Wages

.0 0 4 5

a

n

Ti re s
Mi sc e l l a n e o u s
tz
C
N
h

To t a l O p e ra t i n g Co st

n'1

z

all

figu res hy p o t h et i c a l

$ 6 0 2 .5 1

10.00

.0 03 7

.0 0 1 6

100.00

.0 0 2 2

100.00

.0 0 2 2

.1 6 0 8 $5 7 1.3 2

.2 0 5 0

.0 4 4 2

$ 7 2 3 0 .1 2

.1 6 0 8

$7 6 1 2.1 7

.1 6 7 5

.0 0 6 7

tenses and insurance. Costs of gasoline, motor oils, repair parts, tires,
garage labor and operators' wages are
variable with miles of travel by the
trucks.
Cost Records and
Performance Standards

However, setting up control accounts in the general ledger is not sufficient to accomplish the purpose of
finding individual truck costs per mile.
Truck operations vary according to different types of vehicles. Therefore a
cost register of each truck should be
kept for the purpose of determining
the cost of operation per mile for each
unit of equipment.
The form which is shown as Exhibit 1 , exemplifies such a register and
provides the basic cost and travel data.
A single distribution sheet is used for
each piece of equipment for each
month of the year. As will be noted,
columns are provided for recording
the amount of gasoline and motor oil
delivered to the truck each day, the
time spent in the garage for repairs,
gasoline purchased on the highway,
and repair parts purchased. The total
charges on these sheets for all equipment should balance with the respective cost element control accounts for
all trucks in the general ledger. A
monthly recapitulation is made of
these register sheets in the manner indicated by Exhibit 2 . Here cost per
mile of operation is determined and, in
addition, is compared with pre - deterA U G U S T , 1951

mined budgeted operating costs of
each truck.
To determine whether or not a fleet
of delivery trucks is operating efficiently, it is necessary to set a standard of efficiency for each truck. This is
done in a manner similar to the setting
of standards for product manufacturing and can be quite simple. The
amount of depreciation, licenses and
insurance are fixed expenses and can
easily be pre- determined. As to fuel,
lubrication and maintenance, if no historical records are available, it will be
possible to secure from an automobile
dealer an estimate of the average
amount of gasoline consumption per
mile, oil usage and average upkeep
cost. Accurate estimates can be made
of other costs and the standard set per
mile for the over -all operation as well
as component standards, per mile, for
each element of cost.
Thus at the end of each accounting
period, the actual cost per mile for all
items of expense for each truck as
compiled from Exhibit 1 , may be
compared with the set standards and
the results displayed as in Exhibit 2 .
If miles of budgeted operation are included in the plan, these results will
contain a volume variance element.
The variances from standard are measurements of efficiency or lack of efficiency and enable management to correct the conditions bringing about excessive costs. Many of the excessive
costs in delivery expense are the results of improper driving and poor
1507

maintenance. Unless a method of control is exercised, these can become extremely expensive.
An Incentive Plan?

An incentive pay plan for truck
drivers and maintenance men to keep
actual costs under standard costs will
go far toward holding down the operating cost and lengthening the life of
the equipment. This bonus can take
the form of payments over basic
wages, related to the number of percentage points by which actual cost
dips under standard.

Potential Benefits

The records and procedures here
suggested will fulfill the requirements
of proper pricing to recover delivery
costs and of proper controls to eliminate excessive costs in this area. They
will answer many problems brought
about by the Robinson Patman Act by
cost - justifying price differentials to
different customers in different areas.
Further, they will provide a valuable
historical record for estimating unit
distribution costs in advance.

Depreciation and Valuation of Returnable Containers
Note — Presented here are some of the results of a limited
survey conducted by the Technical Service Department in
response to a member inquiry. The subject is thought to
have sufficient general interest for inclusion in this month's
issue of The Workshop.

A

CCOU N T I N G

FOR

RE T U RN ABLE

is a small part of
the life of most cost accountants yet
it could be classified as one of the
indicators of good accounting housekeeping. A question which was sent
to a sample of members asking for
their procedures in accounting for depreciation on returnable containers
shows that there is considerable interest in this accounting detail and
that there are some interesting variations in treatment of both depreciation and valuation. In many cases it
can be assumed that the value of the
container and its useful life will be
a large factor in the decision as to
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whether the container shall be capitalized and depreciated or sold to the
customer with the product.
In the replies to our Survey #1610,
out of six companies which capitalized
containers, four allocated the depreciation to products. One of the two
which did not stated that it had so
many products and so manii,different
kinds and sizes of containers that the
cost of cost accounting prohibited distribution to products. The other
charged the depreciation to "Sales
General Expense Account," with no
explanation.
In connection with allocation to
products it should be pointed out that
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Supplementary Regulation 9 to CPR
22 of the Office of Price Stabilization,
effective June 28, 1951, allowed
manufacturers who sell their products
in returnable containers to reflect increased costs of the containers in their
price ceilings.
Four Methods

The basis for allocation of the depreciation to products in the case of
the four companies making the allocation varied. In two chemical companies the allocation was made on a
per trip basis, one on four trips, the
other on five. In another chemical
company the allocation was made on
the basis of tonnage and in the fourth
company, an oil refinery, the allocation
was made on a per gallon basis.
As evidenced by the replies, the
most troublesome feature of accounting for returnable containers seemed
to be the periodic valuation of containers on hand and its relationship
to the accounting treatment for loss
of containers. Several interesting
treatments of this part of the problem
showed up and are quoted below.
Method 1—The container equalization account receives charges for all
new returnable containers at full value
as these new containers are taken out
of inventory and put into use. The
account is then credited with the per trip value each time a container is
filled. In effect, therefore, this account
represents value of the remaining trips
for all returnable containers. It is adA U G U S T , 1951

justed by physical inventory once each
year. All returnable containers on
hand are then valued at one trip each.
Our inventory accounting for returnable containers through this equalization account is not too satisfactory,
but the practical difficulties in keeping
track of a correct number of drums
with partial lives remaining, are almost insurmountable. We do feel,
however, that the inclusion of some
per -trip value in our standard costs
for each product is important in giving recognition to container costs.
Method 2 —If a net loss occurs
when the containers are worn out or
scrapped, this loss is charged to a
reserve for obsolescence. Accordingly,
it is not charged to products through
the cost of sales. It might be of interest to know that our reserve for
obsolescence is created by continuing
to charge to current costs depreciation
on fully depreciated assets.
A study is made each year of our
customer records covering outstanding
returnable containers. Based on this
survey, all containers outstanding
more than two years are cleared from
the asset and related reserve accounts,
with the resulting profit being credited
to miscellaneous other income.
Method 3—The "cost of cost accounting" has made it prohibitive. to
keep track of the different kinds of
returnables. We merely charge the
customer's account when the returnable container is shipped and credit
1
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an account "Deposits for Returnable
Containers" (treated as a liability on
the balance sheet). Then, when the
return is made, the entry is reversed.
Once a year a count is made of all
returnable containers on hand and the
"Deposit for Returnable Containers"
is written down for those containers
which are retained by the customer.
This is estimated at 10 per cent. As
the cost is about the same as the deposit charge, on the average, a monthly
provision (to a separate reserve account) is made to cover these and
other losses in the returnable container account. As we are using the
direct cost accounting method, the
monthly provision is included in the
variations under "gross margin" on
the income and expense statement.
The cost of all single -trip containers is included in the standard
product cost. These are reviewed once
a year. Because of the fact that there
are breakages and other losses, our
standard is calculated including previsions for these losses. These containers are used in the Manufacturing
and Put Up (small packaging) Divisions. Many containers, even those
received from our suppliers, are reclaimed, which values are used to offset the losses occurring due to discarding of many drums. We are still
working on this problem as we have
not fared very well on the accounting
for this class of containers. However,
it should be pointed out that the in1510

ventory loss on the single -trip containers is small in relation to the
chemical values.
Method 4-To encourage the return
of these containers we set the return
value somewhat above the cost of
them. To avoid showing any profit
on returnable containers, we adjust
our inventory values to the return
value which is also the price at which
they are invoiced. The difference is
carried in our inventory accounts as
a reserve against returnable containers,
by type of container.
There are certain costs in connection with these containers, such as unloading, handling to storage, renewing wooden boxes on glass carboys,
stoppers, wicks, etc., and these items
are charged to current expenses.
At the end of our fiscal year we
check these returnable containers for
condition, etc., and they are written
down to what is considered a fair
value. Part of this write -down is
charged to the reserve for returnable
containers accounts to close them out
and the balance is charged to cost of
sales. As these containers are broken,
worn out, or scrapped, they are
charged to inventory adjustment which
in turn is charged to cost of sales.
Method 5—Our method of handling
this type of container involves charging cost of goods sold with a new container each time shipments are made.
Separate accounts are maintained to
(Continued on page 1519)
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THE COST FORUM

SMALL BUSINESS NEEDS
ADMINISTRATION

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
MEMBERS OF M A N A G E M E N T in small
companies generally believe that their
greatest lack is adequate working funds.
Give them enough money and their problems will disappear overnight. This is far
from the truth. The importance of sufficient working capital is real. However,
the fact is that additional capital will not
cure all the ills of the little business.
It is a matter of record that many businesses have failed in spite of a good start
financially and others have succeeded in
spite of a poor start financially. The records
further reveal that many businesses, particularly the smaller ones, have failed as a
result of poor administration. In the small
scale manufacturing enterprise, concentration is commonly on making and selling
to the extent that organization and administration are treated as though they were
hindrances instead of aids to business. In
this over - emphasis on making and selling
and simultaneous disregard of the balancing factor of administration, the managements of companies in this group
overlook the one factor which could be
decisive in establishing a successful enter-

prise.
Administration simply means planning
and execution of plans. It is an essential
phase of the making and selling functions
and co- ordinates the two activities. As a
result of recent experience in a small
manufacturing organization which inherited
a series of complicated financial and production problems, I would recommend the
A U G U S T , 1951

following administrative action in the situation under consideration:
1. Establish a few basic long -term and
short -term plans of action. Determine the
break -even point. Develop sales policies,
operating budgets, cash budgets, employee
relations policies, etc.
2 . Identify and segregate the more important problems from the lesser ones and
plan to give prime attention to prime
problems. It is very easy to get involved
in a series of small problems while the
big ones go unattended. Apply the principle of exception and do not pay too much
attention to matters which normally go
well. Concentra te on the items which ha ve
a tendency to cause trouble.
3. Do not countenance a one -man organization. Recognize that there is no
monopoly on brains. Check plans and
policies with others. A secretary or shipping clerk may well detect hidden flaws
in plans. The obvious is often overlooked.
4. No organization is too small for
some basic standardization. After all,
standardization is simply finding a better
way of doing things and making a habit
of doing it the better way. Establish an
orderly wa y of:
a. Estimating and bidding
b. Starting a production order into process
and following it to completion
c. Releasing material to customers.
5. Establish basic cost controls. All
production costs should be estimated in
advance. Actual costs should be determined
daily as production progresses. Do not
wait until the job is completed.
6. Establish basic quality controls. Eternal vigilance is the price of good inspection
1511

as well as of liberty. It is inexpensive insurance.
7. Watch the experience- tested methods
of the larger companies. Some of their

considered as to procedures related to acquisition. If competitive bids are received,

survey. The type may be fixed price with
price redetermination or cost plus a fixed
fee. The basic accounting records which
must be reviewed are those that will indicate the cost elements of material, labor
and overhead. To this may be added fourth

are they tabulated and is the rea son shown
for placing an order with a certain supplier? Are purchase orders written with
or without regard to the bid tabulation?
When material is received, is it recorded
by receiving reports and are these compared
with purchase orders and matched with
invoices? There should be clear answers
on these points.
There are various methods of charging
material purchases. They may be carried
to a material purchase account, work -inprocess, cost of sales, or a stores account.
One method may well be better than another in the circumstances. If a stores
ledger is maintained by contracts, it may
well include both direct and indirect material. Stores inventory records can be
made to reflect prices and be controlled by
the general ledger if this will facilitate
record of costs under contracts.
Withdrawal of stores by requisition may
or may not indicate that perpetual inventory records are kept. Its desirability
should be stu died. Pricing of requisitions is
another angle. Whether by "fifo ", "lifo ",
average cost or other basis, the method
must be used consistently.
To show the distribu tion of material for
costing purposes, material used summaries
are helpful. Daily, weekly or monthly
issuance may be preferred. Distribution
must be made clearly by contracts. If material standards are used they can be applied to materials accounts, to work-in process, to cost of sales, by contracts, etc.,
but choice must be made. Purchase dis-

and fifth elements, direct charges and gen-

counts may be treated as a part of ma-

practices can be profitably adapted to the
small companies.
8. Even at the risk of overdoing paper
work, develop the habit of giving important
instructions in writing, especially where
technical specifications are involved. Paper
remembers when people forget.
The foregoing recommendations will not
lead to success overnight. They are only
steps in the right direction, steps which
any good businessman should follow, so
that his efforts and the efforts of his company will accomplish what the enterprise
was set up to do, namely, to earn a good
return on its invested capital.
LOUIS SILBERT, Greenwich - Stamford Chapter
ENTERING UPON DEFENSE CONTRACTS CALLS FOR CHECK -OVER
OF ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
WHEN

AN

INDUSTR IAL

ENTE RPR ISE

ac.
cepts a government contract, it also accepts
the responsibility of surveying its accounting system to see if its records wi l l provide
ready information in regard to costing
government contracts. The type of contract
should be taken into consideration in such

eral and administrative expense. The pol-

terials accounts, work -in- process, cost of

icies and

sales, or other income. The same alterna-

procedures,

as

reviewed

and

adopted, should be followed consistently

tive treatments are available for scrap sales.

throughout the contract period.

When inventory is priced and it is neces-

Direct
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material

recording

should

be

sary to charge or credit accounts to agree
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

with book inventories, there should be a
consistency in the manner of making the

contract costs, methods and procedures
must be broadened or the final accounting

adjustments. The basis for the adjustments,
such as physical shortages and price adjustments, should be explained.
Labor procedures are likewise appropriately reviewed. Labor ma y be recorded on
weekly attendance cards and checked with
job time cards which may be daily, weekly,
by operation, by part, by subassembly, by
process or by contract. The trail of costs
must, at all events, rema in clea r for fu tu re
audit. Direct labor summaries can be prepared daily, weekly, monthly, by part, by
subassembly, by process or by contract.
Reviewing of the method of direct labor
payment— whether hourly rates, piece work,
bonus incentive or standard rates are used
— should be undertaken and, if standard
rates are used, the labor costs may be adjusted by variance accounts. If adjusted,
the variances may be applied to labor account, work -in- process, cost of sales or by

for such costs may go harsh.

contract. When reviewing labor as to
policy, the treatment of sick leave, holiday
pay, vacation and severance pay, bonuses
and retirement pay, must not beforgotten.
Manufacturing expenses, whether distributed on a direct labor dollar ba se or on
direct labor hours, machine hours, etc.,
should be spread with the objectives of
demonstrable fairness and consistency.
When a ccounting for contract costs, it is
assumed that all items which can be so
charged will be ta ken directly to individual
contracts. The system should provide for
such accounting and control. Many items
formerly treated as burden or general and
administrative expenses can be charged in
this way.
In the accounting for contract costs consistency with regular commercial practice,
if the relationship is comparable, should
be maintained.

However, if commercial

practices will not give information as to
A U G U S T , 1951

ORA RAY DAWSON, Dayton Chapter
CONTROLLING A TABULATING
INSTALLATION

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
I HAVE READ W I TH CONSIDERABLE IN TER -

L. Chauncey Lewan's article published
in the April, 1951 issue of the N. A. C . A.
Bulletin under the title of "Performance
Reports In A Tabulating Unit ". This is a
subject on which much could be written,
especially in view of the importance which
machine tabulations are assuming in our
office routines. My reason for particularly
appreciating Mr. Lewan's article is that I

EST

recently found myself in a
quiring some type of control
ing installation. At that time
no articles which furnished

position rein a tabulatI could find
the desired

information, neither could I, at the start,
get what I wanted from anyone connected
with other tabulating installations.
As finally developed, some of our control methods are not u nlike those described
by Mr. Lewan. However, we expa nded our
procedure to insure maximum efficiency
according to our requirements. We decided
that, first of all, every employee in the
tabulating installation should know as
much as possible about every job that was
done. Since we were doing sales analyses
almost exclusively, most of the jobs were
standard jobs done on either a daily,
weekly, monthly, quarterly or annual basis.
It required too much of the supervisor's
time to follow each job individu ally, so we
concentrated on getting written procedures
on every regularly scheduled

job.

The

overall program included the following:
I. Written procedures on every job.
2. Route card on every job.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Setting up machine load schedules.
Setting up work order and job cost system.
Training all employees.
Setting up control board indicating
progress of all jobs scheduled.
As can be seen, a nu mber of these steps
very closely follow those outlined by Mr.
Lewan and, in actual practice, various
features of the plan operated quite similarly. These included the setting up of
machine load schedules on an hourly basis
on a standard twenty da y month, based on
our knowledge of the job and assuming a
normal flow of cards. They included also
the job cost system which furnished us
with information showing how much was
spent for ma chine renta l, labor and departmental overhead on each job, by type of
machine. From this tabulation we were
able to furnish all executives with the
cost of reports as well as with the cost of
tabulations done from the branch plants.
This was instrumental in eliminating nonessential jobs for which the cost was out
of proportion to the benefits received.
However, the primary step which enabled u s to get "o u t of the wo ods" on ou r
work was the installation of the use of
route cards on all jobs. First, the procedures referred to above were written,
using the method designated as "job instru ction tra ining" by the Government durin g Wo r ld W a r II . (This involved listing
in two separate columns "wha t is done"
and "ho w it is done ".)
After the procedures were completed,
route cards were prepared on all jobs.
These were duplicate copies of t he list of
operations under "what is done" and were
printed on various colored cards the size
of tabulating cards. The operations were
numbered and, upon completion of a n op-

cards with the
warded to the
eration was to
be immediately

route card were then forstation where the next opbe performed. This might
or several days later, de-

pending on our production schedule.
During the period of development of
these procedures, the supervisor concentrated on training all of the personnel on
all of the procedures, using a timetable to
indicate those points on which the various
employees needed instruction. This was
concentrated personal instruction and covered not only the opera ting procedures but
also machine operation, board wiring, etc.
The final step was the setting up of a
control board listing the job numbers
down the side and the operation numbers
across the top. This boa rd wa s in the ma chine accounting manager's office and kept
him constantly informed of the status of
all jobs. From her duplicate copy of the
route cards, the supervisor was able to
mark the last operation completed and, by
referring to still another copy of the rou te
card, the machine accounting manager
knew just what operations had been completed.
While these steps may seem small individually, they were instrumental in bringing a smooth- running department out of
chaos in three months' time. The November 1950 closing at the end of the fiscal
yea r when ou r ca rd volu me wa s at its peak
was accomplished in less time than normally and all reports were completed far
ahead of schedule. W e feel this was
primarily due to the route cards which assu red us tha t all operations wou ld be completed in their proper sequ ence, eliminating
the need of re -runs and also eliminating
confusion in the operator's mind regarding

eration, the operator initialed it on the

the goal on any particular job f9r which

route card and notified the supervisor who
initialed the duplicate copy of the route

he or she might perform only a sma ll pa rt

card in her possession.
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The tabulating

of the work.
GEORGE H. SCHEPER, Cincinnati Chapter
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COM PILING COST CENTER HISTORY

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
ONE

O F TH E

PRI NC IP AL EN D PRODUCTS

are

of the cost accou nting function is the compilation of production quantities and costs.
These records serve management much in
the same manner as history books serve
economists. Properly prepared, such records
the history of production facilities. It
is through interpretation of these historical
statistics that the cost system finds, in part,
its justification.
Proper recording of information in a
condensed but highly informative set of
records requires considerable thought in
several directions. Foremost is the ultimate usefulness of the statistics recorded.
Other basic or primary factors for consideration include the following points:
I.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Simplicity
Reliability
Completeness
Continuity
Accessibility

sequence for all types of analysis. Quite
frequently, it becomes necessary to study
operations of work centers for a period of
years in order that a proposed remedial
measure may be proven to be correct. In
such cases, it is a relatively simple matter
to open prior years' "bibles" to the correct
page and find a complete history of all that
has happened in that particular work center
.;under study. The continuity of this type
of recording eliminates the necessity of adjusting unlike recordings from year to
year and /or the accumulation of monthly
statements.
It is our policy to record in the "bible"
only basic information on costs and production directly attributable to the work
centers. These production and cost figures,
by work centers, are subsequently totaled
and recorded in summary form for each
production center and department in the
plant. For example, information with respect to a typical press room of a magazine publisher, considered basic and from
which all types of analysis may be made,
would include:

In our firm we have instituted a summary
recording device especially designed for
use in setting standard costs and in analyzing "bu gs" in production centers. It
is affectionately referred to as the cost
"bible." As the name implies, this book
is one of the most important products of
our cost system. Production data recorded
in it is accepted as truth. Such reliance
can be placed on this record only because
raw information is carefully sifted and

before

analyzed in daily, and monthly cost reports
being entered in the book. Primarily designed for analytical purposes, this
record serves as a useful tool for financial
analysis, management analysis, and Industrial Engineering method work.
Its popularity and usefulness lies in the
simplicity a nd ease with which information
may be taken from it and put into orderly
A U G U S T , 19 5 1

Quantity of impressions produced
Average hourly production speed
Total machine hours
Machine running hours
Standard wages
Actual wages
Indirect expense distribution (standard and
actual)
Administration
Supplies
Repairs
Rollers
Gas
Water
Total standard cost of production
Total actual cost of production
Compiling and recording information in
this manner unquestionably involves the expense of insta llation and maintenance of it.
It will, however, more than pay for itself
in fewer hours consumed on analytical
1515

studies and in bringing to light hitherto
unknown facts.
ROBERT E. GERHARDT, Des Moines Chapter

with fluctuations in the la bor force carried.
This would be in line with Professor
Porter's aim of distinguishing between war
profits and those due to increased efficiency,
a sentiment I am sure all share.

ADJUSTED PAYROLL TO PROFITS
RATIO FOR EXCESS PROFITS
TAXATION

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
r
article
entitled "Practical Determination of Excess Profits" which appeared in the FebPROFESSOR CHARLES H . POR TER 'S

ruary, 1951 issue of the N. A. C. A.
Bulletin was most interesting a nd I would
like to add a few suggestions as to the
implementation of his recommendation.
One major problem mentioned by the
author in connection with use of payroll
base for disclosing excess profits, concerns
companies which have greatly increased
their degree of mechanization while reducing their labor force. It applies a lso to
companies planning progressive mechanization in the fu ture. There could conceivably
be a conflict between the need for increased production —both for national defense and to combat inflation and tax expedience, if pa yroll had to remain high to
counter imputation of taxable excess profits.
W e would thus be discouraging efficiency
when manpower conservation should be
rewarded, not penalized.
The following method is proposed to
surmount this obstacle. Instead of establishing the profit ratio to be a pplied to the
social security payroll of each year to arrive at normal profits solely as "net pre -tax
income of the ba se period less interest and
dividends divided by the social security
payroll of that period," it is suggested that
this ratio in turn be multiplied by the av-

Critics of the profit labor ratio as a
profits measure may point out that labor is
a much greater factor percentagewise in
some industries than in others. However,
the labor element does not appear as undependable as normal ra te of retu rn on invested capital in the various industries, an
element made considerable use of in the
relief provisions of the existing law.
Under the present method of arriving
at excess profits and probably under any
method, there is no relationship between
the method of determination of profits and
their source. This appears to be unavoidable unless each case were to be examined
and determined on its merits, which is
neither feasible nor desirable. W e must,
therefore, have a formula if possible, determinable on the basis of figures already
a matter of record. The above formula
appears to do this satisfactorily, simply and
equitably.
The particular reason for using average
enrollment for the year is the problem
created by the industries with seasonable
fluctuations, such as the cotton oil industry
in which the writer is engaged. Dormant
periods in this indu stry range from two to
six months in the year. Thus enrollment
as of any given time in the yea r could be
meaningless.
A. J. BITKER, Jackson Chapter

ACCELERATED AMORTIZATION IS
A CONTRACT COST

erage enrollment in the base year divided
by the average enrollment in the current

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:

year. In this wa y the ratio will be put on a
sliding scale adjustable from year to year

as to whether or not ( 1 ) prices to the
government should include costs based on
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accelerated amortization of emergency facilities and (2 ) whether such inclusion
provides duplicate benefits to business, i.e.,
once in the price and again in tax savings.
In our opinion, business has the right to
include in costs for such purposes as it
deems proper provisions for the amortization of any facilities in respect of which
Certificates of Necessity may be gra nted.
This opinion is based on our understanding that it is the intent of Congress,
as expressed in the applicable law, that the
special amortization privilege be granted as
an inducement to contractors to expand
necessary industrial capacity with their
own private funds by creating the possibility or opportunity that they might recover their investment therein over a five year term. The investment, however, could
only be recovered within the specified term
if the prices received for the product of the

facilities in that period were sufficient to
cover all costs, including the amortization
charges.
Such inclusion
ances in costs a nd
contractor benefits
and again in tax

of amortization allowprices does not give the
twice, i.e., once in price
savings. This may be

demonstrated by the following example.
Assume that a contractor invested $1,000,000 in a plant on which a Certificate of
Necessity for 100 per cent of cost was
issued. The purpose of this certificate is to
permit the contractor (provided, and only
provided, that his operations are sufficiently profitable) to recover the $1,000,000 in cash in five years. In order to accomplish this, the amortization cost would
have to be included in the price the government pays for the articles produced by
the plant, as shown by the following comparative figures:
Amortization
not included
in price

Production costs five years, excluding
amortization
Amortization
Profit allowed

Amortization
Included
in price
$100,000,000
1,000,000
5,000,000

$100,000,000
not included
5,000,000

Price paid by government
Costs for tax purposes

$106,000,000
101,000,000

$105,000,000
101,000,000

$1,000,000

Taxable profit
Tax at 47%

$ 5,000,000
2,350,000

$ 4,000,000
1,880,000

$1,000,000
470,000

Net profit

$ 2,650,000

$ 2,120,000

$ 530,000

—

$

Difference

—

—

1,000,000

O

When amortization is included in price,
the contractor earns the $5,000,000 profit
allowed by the government and no more
and he recovers the $1,000,000 investment
in emergency facilities by having it included in both income and cost —an offset
producing, of itself, neither profit nor loss.
On the other hand, when amortization is
not included in price, the contractor recovers only the tax portion (47 %) of the
amortization and is forced to absorb out
of profit the balance (5 3 % of $1,000,000
or $530,000). At this rate —and assuming
A U G U S T , 1951

a continuation of taxable profits —it would
require more than ten years for the tax
benefits of amortization to produce recovery of the investment. This, of course,
conflicts with the terms of the Certificate
of Necessity and, to a large extent, defeats
the purpose and the indu cement which the
issuance of such certificate was intended to
serve.
Accordingly, only by inclusion of the
amortization allowance in both costs and
prices would the contractor recover his
costs, just as the ordinary inclusion of
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labor costs in prices represents recovery of
these costs.
Furthermore, it is the intent and practice in the Renegotiation of defense contract prices to allow amortization charges
in the determination of costs, prices and
profits. In order to preserve this benefit,
however, the contractor must be able to
include and retain it as an element of the
initial contract costs and prices.
W. E. BERGSTROM, Peoria Chapter
I HAVE RECEIVED ANOTHER
INVOICE

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
I HAVE RECEIVED AN O TH E R INVO ICE, this
one from Smith & Co, Where is the date?
I have found it halfway down the right
hand side. The one I received yesterday
was from Jones Company. The date was
at the top on the right ha nd side. Remember that one a week ago from CR. Com-

pany? Wha t a time finding the date that
was —in the middle! Well, got the date.
Now where are the terms of payment, if
any? Wha t d o you know! Found them a t
the bottom a nd net cash no discount. Time
wasted. Had an invoice awhile ago with
terms over on the left side and the same
da y one with terms on the ba ck . Da te a nd
terms all over the pla ce!
And then there are our invoices —I
mean to meet customer requirements. Received a letter from M. Company requesting that we mail invoices in duplicate
only, do not need triplicate. Another letter
from J. and Company asks for invoices in
quadruplicate, third copy not priced. R. &
Compa ny needs only one copy. B. & Company wants certified invoice copies. Sign
only original. D. & Sons returned ou r invoices and requested that their forms be
used, but did not enclose their forms with
order. Extra work! W . and Associates'
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order says (in fine print on back) to mail
original to main office and duplicate and
triplicate to branch office. Poor billing
clerk has to remember each and every
whim of the different companies.
Next come the delivery complications.
W e have a letter from Smith & Sons saying "we state on our orders that no shipments will be received on Saturday."
Shipment is requested by truck which
lea ves ou r pla nt in Pennsylvania on T hursday. How, oh how d o we k no w if it wi ll
arrive in your plant in Indiana on Friday,
Saturday or Sunday. Now wha t to do!
Well, finally we have our invoicing done.
Hope we have complied in every respect
with everybody. Now the checks are coming in, some small in size, perhaps 21/ z" x
4 ", amounts in the thousands —some larger,
anything up to 8 1/ 2" x 91/ 2". Some have
remittance advice to be detached, some
voucher checks do not detach. Some remittance advices show net amount, some
show gross. Some show discount and
some do not. Some have invoice, date and
number for reference, some have little
identification.
W e have made various shipments to
customer's subsidiary companies up to a
dozen and having as many different
names. W e receive a check from the parent company with no reference to whom
shipment was made. Wha t account to
credit? Just a matter of hunting until we
can identify the check with an invoice.
Well, we have identified the company.
Now to post the check. Where is the
date? Upper left ha nd corner? No. Right
side? No! Oh, I found it —in the middle.
Wha t fu n!
Bu t why go on a nd on? I think the time
is ripe to work out a simple standard invoice, order form and check. W h o will
take on the job?
C. O. FIRST, Erie Chapter
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The Workshop
(Continued from page 1510)
absorb all charges incident to the use
and handling of these containers.
These charges include freight payments, material and labor costs of receiving, handling, cleaning, steaming,
pressure- testing, painting or other reconditioning. Those drums that are
suitable for re -use are then credited
to these same accounts at the value of
a new container. A net balance in
these accounts thus reflects the costs
resulting from the use of returnable
containers.
Conclusion

While the above replies show examples varying from full company re-

sponsibility for containers to systems
of incentive for return of containers,
the variations in accounting treatment
are in the main conservative. They
would seem to indicate a fear of overvaluation of the account and, as protection against this, a physical check
once a year is resorted to.
There has been no attempt in this
survey to cover the tax results of the
various methods of container accounting but to those interested reference
is made to an article entitled "Accounting for Containers for Tax Purposes" by Charles Butscher in The
journal of Accountancy, February
1946.
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